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Students plagued by unknown stalker 
M A T T M O R G A N 
staff r e p o r t e r 
It is everyone's worst nightmare to feel at the 
mercy of an unseen stalker, to feel menacing 
eyes in the dark, not knowing when or where 
the threat will next appear. Nothing is comfort-
ing knowing a locked door is not an obstacle, 
and personal belongings are easily accessible. 
Presently, someone or some group threatens 
the sanity and safety of at least five Hope stu-
dents with incidents dating back to February. 
Approximately 15 circumstances involving 
break-ins, threatening messages, and tampering 
with personal property have been reported to 
Public Safety and the Holland Police Depart-
ment. 
Originally, the events seemed harmless, al-
most prank-like. Four girls, all associated with 
the same sorority, found their cars moved into 
different parking lots or different parking spaces. 
The windows were left down and the contents 
of the glove compar tments were scattered 
around the car. Nothing was reported missing. 
Much more serious were the acts leading 
Lucy Kin* to assume she was being stalked. 
Kin's first encounter occurred in a parking 
lot where she was approached by a man who 
stated, "I know a lot about you." He proceeded 
to recite her class schedule, correctly listing her 
classes for every day of the week. He was also 
able to tell her everything she had done and who 
she was with on that day. 
Since then, he has contacted her by telephone 
several times. She feels as if the caller is con-
stantly watching her, as he calls when she is 
alone and indicates that he knows that she is 
alone and that he is watching her. 
Kin also has evidence of break-ins, includ-
ing a note written in lipstick from the student's 
desk. The message, which said "I am in the 
building," was signed the Piano Man. 
Anchor photo by Anthony Perez 
P O I N X Y O U R T O E S : Jennifer WhUesall('96), Sandy Federico ('96), 
Professor Julio Rivera, Kirsten Heinrich ('98) andjenn Mancini ('97) perfect their '40s 
dance routine in the Pine Grove during their Technique 3&4. 
Shortly after this, she was followed while 
driving off campus. The car pulled along side 
her and showed a sign from the passenger win-
dow saying, "Happy Valentine's Eve, my love. 
Tomorrow will be fatally sweet." It was again 
signed by the Piano Man. 
Patty Smith's* and Jan Jones'* room has also 
been broken into a number of times. Two notes 
have been left, and most recently, the burglar 
scattered clothes, make-up, and wall-hangings 
all around the room, turning the room upside-
down. 
The incident causing the most concern oc-
curred while Smith was away from her room. 
The door to the room was left open slightly and 
an unseen person entered the room and used 
their computer while Jones slept. When Smith 
returned in the morning, she found a paper she 
had written the night before altered on her hard 
drive. 




J E N N D O R N 
c a m p u s b e a t e d i t o r 
When Andrea Johnson ( '99) saw the signs for 
the Student Art Show encouraging any and all 
students to submit their works, she jumped at 
the chance to display her drawings for the pub-
lic to see. 
She never thought that her favorite pen and 
ink drawing would never be returned to her pos-
session. 
The Student Art Show in DePree Art Center 
ran last semester right up until the end of the 
semester. Johnson was told that her work would 
be kept in a safe place until she could pick it up. 
"I left for break a little early, so I couldn't pick 
up my drawing," Johnson said. "It was left un-
locked in the Student Lounge and when I went 
to get it after Winter Break, it was gone." 
Since then, Johnson has had hopes that her 
more STOLEN ART" on 9 
Congress cabinet 
elected—again 
J U L I E B L A I R 
edi tor - in-chief 
The second time's a charm for Ryan Cook 
( '97) and Katy Whitfield ('97), the hands-down 
winners for offices of Student Congress Presi-
dent and Vice-President in Friday's special re-
election. 
Though only 550 people cast 
their ballots—half the number 
who had the previous Friday— 
Cook garnered 36 percent of 
the vote, Whitfield 52 per-
1 cent, ten percent loftier mar-
gins than in the first elec-
tion. 
Cook attributes the inflated percent-
ages to students who switched their votes after 
the first election in protest. The April 12 elec-
tions were declared invalid last Tuesday night 
after Vice-President Andrew VanEden ('97) pre-
sented Congress with a list of ten flaws in the 
election procedures, a list that was hot ly pro-
tested by some representatives and 
embraced by others as absolutely 
unconstitutional. VanEden cited 
the suspected stuffing of ballot 
boxes and favoritism of specific 
candidates among the prob-
lems. 
"People were so ticked off 
that this (re-election) happened," 
"People were so angry, they were fed up with 
the garbage and they switched votes." 
Friday's elections were, beyond a shadow of 
a doubt, valid, VanEden said. Parliamentarian 
Jeremy VanEk ( '96) and Congress advisor Anne 
Bakker-Gras conferred to set up the roving bal 
N o place like h o m e 
Upperclassmen placed back in residence halls 
M E G A N " T H O M P S O N 
staff r e p o r t e r 
said. 
more CONGRESS on 2 
Melinda Tuinstra ( '98) is a good student, her 
CPA is great, she has a spotless Judicial record, 
and always tries to follow the system. But, even 
following the correct channels, the system can 
backfire. 
For Tuinstra, it did. 
Wednesday, 6:07 p.m. Maas Auditorium. Ten-
sion was thick in the air. Living arrangements 
for hundreds of Hope students were being de-
cided. 
For most first-and-second year students on 
campus, room draw is a big deal. 
But it was an even bigger deal for some very 
unhappy juniors. 
"What really bothers me," Tuinstra said, "Is 
that I went though the Hope College system, 
and it did not work for me." 
Tuinstra, and hallmates Shannon Gould ( '98) 
and Jessie Handcock ( '98) all got stuck in 
Kollen, doing time in residence halls for their 
third year in a row. 
According to the Hope College Housing 
policy, they don't have 
enough c red i t s to 
qualify for cottage or 
apartment draw. 
Students are placed in 
descend ing order by 
how many credits they 
have ea rned . From 
there , n u m b e r s are 
called in order and stu-
dents choose their abode 
for the following year. 
The order that people 
pick is based on credit, . Anchor photo by A.L^ Halvorson 
according to Derek Handcock, Tuinstra, & Gould 
Emerson, Associate Director of housing and 
residential life 
"It's just the same as registering for class, 
he said. 
Everyone on campus is sent a number rank-
ing by credits, which is quite similar to regis-
tration when a time is set up for all students in 
order of credit. 
Despite the fact that not all residents are 
pleased with their housing outcome for next 
year, the selection process has improved over 
the past couple of years 
Students used to pick their room draw num-
ber out of a basket. 
"C1T helped us a lot. They report all students 
to us in order strictly by credit hours," Emerson 
said. "It 's the same order registration is in." 
The idea that credits earned outside of classes 
at Hope can be counted for campus housing does 
not sit well with some students. 
"Clep, A.P., College Placement credits, and 
high school credits should not be used in the 
Hope College housing procedure," Tuinstra said. 
"Are we supposed to pick our friends by cred-
its?" said Shannon Gould ( '98). 
i 
"Because that is the 
only way you can ge! 
the housing you want!" 
T h e d ivers i ty of 
housing options is one 
reason that some stu-
dents chose to attend 
Hope. 
"I transferred here to 
Hope because at Alma 
we never got to live in 
anything but dorms." 
more ROOM 
DRAW on 2 
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campus briefs 
Parking tickets may be a thing of the past 
Hope students and area residents 
may be kicking up their heels and 
parking in the street all night long 
if the Holland City Planning Com-
mission has its way. 
A proposal to eliminate the cur-
rent law which restricts parking be-
tween the hours of 2 -5 a.m. on city 
streets in core areas of the city will 
be voted on next month. 
The city currently gives out 8,000 
tickets per year to parking violators, 
most of which go to Hope students. 
"They learn the hard way," said 
Officer Drew Torres of the Holland 
Police Department. 
The law was originally put into 
effect to allow for convenient snow 
removal during winter months . 
However, students often resort to 
parking on the street when desig-
nated student lots are full. 
"I 'd rather park illegally on the 
street than in a Hope faculty lot. It's 
not as expensive when they ticket 
you," Becky Ponka ( '97) said. 
Social W o r k d e p a r t m e n t 
aspires for acredidat ion 
J E N N D O R N 
campusbeat ed i tor 
Good things come to those who 
wait. At least that is what the So-
cial Work department is hoping. 
Five years ago when a Social 
Work program was finally estab-
lished at Hope, the department de-
cided it was high time they try to 
get accredi ted . But i t ' s not as 
simple as it sounds. The process is 
long and tedious. 
"We are still in the process of 
getting accredited," said Professor 
Piers of the Social Work depart-
ment, who has been an integral part 
of the accreditation process. "The 
very earliest that we could get ac-
credited is February of 1997." 
Before the Social Work depart-
ment could even consider attempt-
ing to get accredited, there were 
certain qualifications that had to be 
fulfilled. 
"The program has to have two 
full-time professors who are accred-
ited and who have professional ex-
perience in the Social Work field," 
Piers said. 
This duo became a reality for the 
department when Deb Stuertevant 
was hired eight years ago. 
"Once the program became its 
own, we decided to move into the 
direction of getting accredited," 
Piers said. "We decided that it was 
something that we needed to strive 
towards." 
Essentially what it means to be 
accredited is that the program meets 
certain requirements that have been 
set by the National Accredi t ing 
Agency. A set of standards have 
been set up based on what the 
Agency feels undergraduate stu-
dents in Social Work should know. 
But it means more than that to the 
students; coming from an accred-
ited program can be valuable in the 
working world. 
"Being accredited can help in the 
professional world ," Piers said. 
"Employers know what it means to 
be accredited. Jobs that are not open 
to students now will be." 
Coming from an accredited pro-
gram can also help when going on 
to graduate school. 
"Students from an accredited pro-
gram can waive up to one year of a 
Social Work Master 's Program," 
Piers said. "There are qualifications, 
of course, but the opportunity is 
there." 
The process involves years of 
contact with members of the Social 
Work community and Social Work 
educators. The department had to 
fill out the initial forms, which were 
then reviewed by the Council of 
Social Work Education. Site teams 
are sent out to review the school, 
the department, and the courses. 
After a self-study is submitted by 
the department, the Council decides 
if the department should apply and 
be recommended for accredidation. 
Hope's Social Work department 
just send in its self-study, which 
took over three years to complete 
and is anxiously await ing a re-
sponse from the Counil in June. 
Accreditat ion says something 
about the department is an accom-
plishment to be proud of. 
"It is simply a public statement 
and more tangible proof that the stu-
dents are competent," Piers said. 
"My colleague and I are commit-
ted to the Social Work profession 
and we want to make sure that the 
profession is protected against in-
competence." 
ROOM DRAW from I 
Handcock said. "And now at 
Hope, as a Junior I 'm still in them. 
I remember being told when I trans-
ferred that, as an upper classeman, 
I could live in an apartment or cot-
tage." 
Students are required to live in 
resident halls freshman year. Typi-
cally, sophomoresJo as well. With 
enough credits, students could find 
themselves out of the dorms and 
into on-campus cottages or apart-
ments or in off-campus houses and 
start paying rent and living on their 
own in their own apartments or 
houses. 
Though they may think that they 
are guaranteed off-campus housing, 
even some seniors have lost out. 
Amy Wright, a fifth- year senior 
Police de-
JEN W E A V E R 
stoff repor te r 
Rumors about Spring Fling are 
spreading across campus like wild 
fire, predicting that hundreds of of-
ficers on bicycles or dressed in plain 
clothes for sneaky undercover sur-
veillance will be patrolling campus 
and the su r round ing neighbor-
hoods. Nothing could be further 
from the truth. 
What will actually happen on Fri-
day is standard procedure for moni-
toring the traditional Spring Fling 
celebrations. Public Safety adds a 
few more of their existing officers 
to each patrol shift and keeps an eye 
out for par ty cups where they 
shouldn't be: on campus or in the 
hands of students sashaying down 
public sidewalks. 
"We let the officers know there 
will be more activity," said 
O f f i c e r D u a n e 
Terpstra . 
" T h e r e 
is sort of 
an open 
i n v i t a -
t ion f o r 
the Holland Police 
on Spring Fling 
Department to walk through cam-
pus if they choose." 
A c c o r d i n g to O f f i c e r Drew 
Torres of the Holland Police De-
partment, they are aware of the up-
coming event. He encourages stu-
dents to be cautious if they are 
drinking, and to cooperate with law 
enforcement officials. 
"If an officer stops you, maintain 
a good attitude. Respect begets re-
spect," Torres said. 
But with the Hope College So-
cial Activities Committee sponsor-
ing its very first big concert, i t 's 
questionable how many students 
will linger on campus after dark. 
The traditional inflatable games 
will be in the Pine Grove along with 
the picnic at noon, and hypnotist 
Tom DeLuca will be on hand be-
ginning at one o'clock. 
O n c e the sun 
g o e s 
down, students will be heading to 
Calvin ' s Knollcrest Fieldhouse, 
where they will be entertained by 
artists such as Denny Dent, The 
Voicet and Blessid Union of Souls. 
The entire main floor of the facility 
is reserved solely for Hope students, 
with ticket-holders from Calvin and 
area high schools filling the balco-
nies. 
"This is such a cool opportunity," 
said Anne Bakker-Gras, Director of 
Student Activities. 
"This is probably the only time 
in your college career that you'll see 
this much entertainment under one 
roof," said Kristen Douglass, Direc-
tor of SAC. 
That is, unless this concert draws 
a large crowd."If all goes well, we 
will seriously consider bringing in 
another big name band next year," 
Bakker-Gras said. 
So, will officers be busy this Fri-
day keep ing the peace or will 
Hope's campus be a 
ghost town? 
" A lot de-
pends on the 
weather,'Terpstra 
sa id . " O n l y t ime 
will tell." 
Poets taste limelight at Opus slam 
with 137 credits, ended up on cam-
pus along with all the freshmen, 
sophomores and yes, even the jun-
iors. 
"I didn't fill out the forms in time 
to get off campus," said Wright. 
Even though upper c lassmen 
were disgruntled, most freshmen 
walked away happy. 
"If I can at least get the floor of 
my choice, then I'll be happy," said 
Abby Kuyper ( '99). 
Derek Emerson had some words 
of advice for those who did not get 
their lodgings of choice in the draws 
this year: sign up on the waiting 
lists; it just may pay off. 
"We call people all summer," said 
Emerson. "Last year we cleared the 
Kollen waiting list." 
L A U R A M I H A I L O F F 
staff r e p o r t e r 
Opus and W T H S are jo in ing 
forces to turn the poetry jam into a 
slam at the all new Opus Slam: 
Poetaster's Bass-line Frature. 
From Tchaikovsky to Thrasher, 
WTHS will spin the tunes while the 
rhythms of poetry and prose are 
read aloud. 
The event will take place Satur-
day from 7-10 p.m. in the second 
floor dance studio of the Dow Cen-
ter. 
"Because it's the last one of the 
school year, we wanted to make it 
the best ever," said Heidi Aronson, 
( '96) Opus Co-Editor. 
Rather than listening to a few 
poems and then switching to live 
music, as the traditional Opus Jams 
do, Melissa Herwaldt ( '98) and Joe 
Kolk ( '96) decided to jazz things up 
a bit. 
"It 's a combination of video and 
instrumental sound with spoken 
word which attempts to offer some-
thing to all of our senses," said 
Herwaldt , who coordinated the 
event. "The purpose behind uniting 
spoken word, music and video is to 
CONGRESS from I 
give the audience a sensory over-
load." 
The setting of the slam is also re-
vised. Rather than sitting on chairs 
in the Kletz and having people walk 
by, which can sometimes be dis-
tracting, audience members will 
kick off their shoes and lounge on 
the floor. 
"In the past, that is, before I was 
the Opus Editor, they used to 
have Opus poetry readings to 
music but they never had 
videos playing in the back-
g round , " Aronson sa id . 
"It 'll be Hope's own ver-
sion of MTV." 
Reade r s may f o r a g e 
through the WTHS music 
library in DeWitt to select 
music, or bring their own 
from home to be approved 
by Kolk, WTHS produc-
tion manager . Reade r s 
may also opt for the talents 
of two live bands, Marzuki 
and Slow Plow, to enhance 
their message. 
"We're going for an acid-
jazz sound accompanied by visual 
entertainment, using two or three 
video projectors," Kolk said. 
The show is open to all students 
who want to read or simply watch 
the entertainment. (No shoes in the 
dance studio please.) Best of all, it's 
free. Coordinators urge people in-
terested in reading to contact them 
in order work together in planning 
their reading. 
i 
lot booth. VanEden and the elec-
tion committee, specified to over-
see the election process in the con-
stitution, were circumvented in the 
planning process but served to give 
approval to the operation. 
"These election results support 
what happened before," President 
Nina Bielauskas ( '97) said. "It re-
emphasized who the winners were." 
Ano the r winner this week 
wasTyier Smith ( '97), nominated 
internally by a Congress commit-
tee as the Comptroller-elect. 
This was the first year the posi-
tion was not up for grabs in a gen-
eral election. 
"The Comptroller has access to 
over $200,000," Bielauskas said. 
"That is a huge responsibility and 
the possibility for embezzlement is 
great. If a few mistakes are made it 
can do serious damage. We wanted 
to make sure responsible choices 
were made." 
Furthermore, VanEden added, 
there are typically few people in-
terested in the position. This year, 
however, four people expressed in-
terest after the deadline, extended 
a week to encourage participation, 
had passed. 
Whitfield said she is "...relieved 
it's all over." 
"We have a really dynamic cabi-
net with strong personalities," she 
added. "At first I was disappointed 
Jon (DeWitte) didn't win but Ryan 
is certainly qualified to do a great 
job." 
Cook and Whitfield said they will 
kick off the fall semester dealing 
with the issues of extending the 
boundaries of the shuttle van and 
creating a competition for the book-
s to re in order to break up the 
bookstore's monopoly. 
"We ' re going to start out on 
projects," Cook said. "We are go-
ing to push them through as soon 
as possible." 
Apr i l 24, I 996 the Anchor 
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C a m p u s Beat 
Gliding across water 
Sailing Club braves bitter winds, pulls off successful season 
A. L. H A L V E R S O N 
spotligHt: editor 
Sailing across the glassy water of 
he Great Lakes is a summer pas-
ime. 
Tell that to the Hope College Sail-
ing Club. 
T h i s tough 
g r o u p of men 
and w o m e n 
doesn't lim-






to warm weather. They simply im-
provise. Try ten layers of impro-
vising. 
Before races Greta Dykstja ( '96) 
puts on two pairs of leggings. 
Socks. Turtleneck. Sweatshirt. One-
piece wate rproof sui t . Rubber 
gloves. Boots. And of course, a hat. 
For extra protection she duct 
tapes her clothes at her wrists and 
ankles to keep out the bone chill-
ing water. 
While the rest of Hope is hud-
dling under blankets, waiting for 
spring, the ten member student-run 
orgaization heads to Wisconsin, 
Lansing and various other places to 
race in regattas. 
In the fall club members hit the 
lake in the 13 foot "Flying Junior," 
which the Lake Macatawa Bay 
Club loans out to them, and try 
to get in a few hours of prac-
tice before they head off to the 
races. 
Last season, traveling 
t eams m a d e up of a 
minimum of four stu-
dents loaded up the 
boats, packed up 
plenty of warm 
clothes 
and drove off to five regattas before 
the weather dropped too low. 
The highlight? 
For Roy Pereira ( '97) it was at 
Michigan State. He was racing with 
Than Dykstra ( '96) and had forgot-
ten his sailing boots. 
So, Pereira wore Dykstra's shoes, 
overlooking their large size. Finally 
they got on the water. The wind was 
blowing out of control and so was 
their boat. 
If fact, it blew right into the wa-
ter and both men ended up in the 
cold wet stuff. Everything seemed 
OK, except the shoes. 
They were sinking to the bottom 
the lake. Luckily, Pereira reacted 
quickly. He ducked under the wa-
ter and retrieved them. 
For the Dykstra brother-sister 
duo, both walked away from the 
season with the Midwest Collegiate 
Sailing Association's Sportsmen 
Award. "This was a suc-
cessfu l year ," 
Dykstra 
said. 
T. & G. Dyks t ra ('96) 
W 
I T T A K E S T W O : Crew 
Jessica Thomas ('99) hangs onto to 
the jib and keeps a watchful eye for 
other boatsf while Skipper Ryan 
Harrell drives the tiller and navigates 
through the choppy waters of Lake 
Michigan at Universiy of Chicago 
Spring Thaw Regatta. 
Photos courtesy G . Dykstra 
Chapel Choir captured on 
newly recorded CD, spans 
Baroque—20th century 
LARA P L E W K A 
staff repor ter 
The robes are hung up for the 
summer and the music sheets neatly 
filed away, but the sounds of the 
Hope College Chapel Choir will last 
forever. 
As a memento of their hard work 
and s u c c e s s f u l year, the 1996 
Chapel Choir cut an album this past 
month. 
"I thought it would be a good way 
to remember the year," said James 
Morrow, choir director and Profes-
sor of Music at Hope College. "I 
was very pleased with the singing 
of the choir. We had a productive 
year and the pieces deserved to be 
recorded." 
The album consists of the songs 
that the choir performed through-
out the East Coast on their 1996 
"Spring Tour," which ran during 
Spring Break. 
"It is a well-rounded collection 
of pieces ranging from American 
anthems to spirituals," Rob Abbott 
( '97) said. 
The CD represents the choir 's 
large repertoire of both sacred and 
secular pieces, ranging from the 
Baroque period through the Twen-
tieth Century. 
The choir performs in three lan-
guages including Latin, German 
and English. There are many intri-
cate pieces to the album, the most 
impressive of which is the Bach 
Motet. 
This 15-minute piece is sung en-
tirely in German. 
"It was tough because it required 
complete memorization and the 
music was really diff icult ," re-
marked Lisa Schrock ('96), Presi-
dent of the Chapel Choir. 
"It is one of the most challeng-
ing chorale pieces. They did a won-
derful job with it, I could not have 
asked more," said Morrow. 
The choir sang early into the 
morning to produce the CD. 
"The hard work and late night re-
cordings will be worth it when we 
have the CD in our hand," Morrow 
explained. "The choir worked re-
ally hard to get where they are, and 
now they will have something that 
will last forever. 
Retiring form Hope's faculty this May 
are: (I to r) Charles Hutter, Carl 
Schackow, Hubert Welter, Irwin 
Brink, and Cotter Tharin. 
ith 159 
years in the 
classroom, 
these fabulous 
profs wil l be 
missed greatly. 
W e Love You 
Have a Super Summer! loveTheAnk 
There are not 
enough kudos in 
the wor ld to give 
you for all the 
times you helped 






MELISSA O O M S 
staff repor ter 
Every T u e s d a y even ing the 
sounds of laughter and conversation 
can be heard in Phelps, but the dis-
cussions are not about the delec-
table Phelps dinner entrees. Rather, 
the topic of this select group's con-
versation focuses on faith and their 
role as Catholics in the Hope Col-
lege community. 
These young people form the 
Union of Cathol ic Students , or 
U.C.S. Every Tuesday evening 
from 8-9 p.m. Catholic students and 
faculty, including faculty advisor 
Dr. Perovich, gather for devotional 
time together. The meetings usu-
ally are centered on a theme fol-
lowed by concentrated discussions 
about the topic. 
"U.C.S. is a good opportunity to 
bring us [Catholic students] to-
gether," Michael McCune ( '99) 
said. "We get to discuss and learn 
more about our faith." 
The group hopes increase aware-
ness that there are Catholic students 
on campus. Around 20 percent of 
Hope's campus is Catholic, but only 
a small percentage of these students 
attend the U.C.S. meetings. 
"U.C.S. is up and running, but we 
need a kickoff for next year," Ann 
Barry ( '98) said. "We're small, but 
we're just starting up again." 
The group has big plans for the 
fall. 
"We hope to grab freshmen," said 
Kristin Nowak ( '98), the Union's 
current president. 
By working with the chapel com-
mittee and local churches such as 
St. Francis and the Lady of the 
] Lake, U.C.S. hopes to exand their 
group and add to their numbers. 
"We need to bring an awareness 
to the Catholic students that there 
is a group out there for them," 
McCune said. 
In addition to the fellowship and 
sharing of faith, the group works to 
provide an increased awareness of 
what it means to be a Catholic. 
"There are many misperceptions 
of Catholicism," Jeff Amlotte ( '98) 
said. "We want to get this program 
off the ground." 
In addition to the weekly meet-
ings, U.C.S. sponsors two retreats: 
a trip to Camp Geneva in the fall 
and to Notre Dame in the spring. 
This year also marked the start of a 
special Lenten devotional which 
was held once a week during Lent. 
These meetings placed more em-
phasis on prayer, spiritual disci-
plines, and fasting. 
The Union of Catholic Students 
is working on increasing their num-
bers for next year. For further in-
formation, contact Lynn Smith or 
Nowak. 
: i x M i b o y a n d b r i d e - . : 
• congratulations on your , 
• decision to tie -Hie knot1" • 
*e&st of luck, kiowping thugh* 
• the tviip beds of life- • 
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Student efforts land 
them in Mortar Board 
S T A C Y B O G A R X 
staff r e p o r t e r 
Jackic Mol ( '96) works part lime 
at the Ottawa County Red Cross as 
the volunteer coordinator. She sings 
in the Hope College Chorus and 
even though her days are tightly 
scheduled, she still finds time to 
maintain an impressive 3.913 cu-
mulative CPA. 
Mol 's efforts haven't gone unno-
ticed. Last year, she was chosen to 
be part of Mortar Board, a senior 
national honors society. 
Mol and 39 other Hope students 
are members of this society which 
recognizes excellence in academics. 
Recently, new members for next 
year were selected. The process is 
long and takes up a majority of the 
Board's spring semester. Names are 
gathered from juniors with a mini-
mum 3.3 CPA and informative let-
ters are sent out, urging them to pick 
up an application. Applicants are 
asked their campus, service, and 
community activities. 
'Through the application, we get 
a better picture of what these people 
are doing," said President Hollis 
Pangle ( '96). "We are looking for a 
well-rounded person." 
By this point, CPA is no longer 
important. Admission into the Mor-
tar Board is now based on leader-
ship abilities and service projects. 
The actual selection of new mem-
bers is a blind process, where the 
names of the applicants are not vis-
ible to the board members, just their 
personal information. 
Of the total number of applicants, 
each board member selects their 
own top 40. From this total, 40 new 
members are chosen. 
The juniors are made aware of 
their entrance through tapping, 
which involves a current member 
going to the junior's class with a 
balloon and a small card which was 
read aloud explaining the meaning 
of Mortar Board. They then par-
ticipate in an induction ceremony. 
The new board selected for next 
year 's senior class includes, co-
Presidents Laura Listenberger('97) 
and Fatin Muhawi ( '97), Vice-
President, Julie Grahmann ( '97) 
Secretary, Kiersten Krause ( '97) 
Treasurer, and Historian Theppanya 
Keolasy ('97). 
The Mortar Board participants 
are involved in many activit ies 
which collaborate with other orga-
nizations, such as Take Back the 
Night, the AIDS Walk, a carnation 
sale during Nykerk, and turkey bas-
kets for Thanksgiving. 
They also organize Wearing of 
the Blue, a breakfast for freshmen 
and sophomores who have made the 
Dean's List, in an effort to encour-
age them to continue to excel, and 
Trick O ' Treating for Cans, which 
this Halloween filled up the entire 
backseat and trunk of Pangle's Mer-
cury Sable with cans of Cambell 's 
and Spaghetti O 's among several 
other activities. 
Thanks to the Tree Planters 
\ & 
T h e Envi ronmenta l Issues G r o u p would like t o 
t h a n k t h e s t u d e n t s y/Hb c a m e t o g e t h e r t o help 
plant 4,000 t r e e s a t t h e Holland S t a t e Park for 
Ear th Day 1996. Special t hanks t o t h e t h e 
Dorian Soror i ty & t h e Cen tu r i an Fraterni ty . 
HOPE 
p i ^ a STUDENTS 
- H u t . AND FACULTY 
Show us your Hope I.D. and 
receive 10% O F F 
your total bill. 
Good on Dine, Carryout, 
or Delivery. 
Not valid with other discounts, 
or alcoholic beverages. 
Please specify if using I.D. 
Good only at the 
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S T R U T Y O U R S T U F F : Pete Christiansen ('99), Peter Beckman ('96), Jason Law 
('97), Amy Van Auken ('98) and Russ Nelson ('96) take the plunge to the top at Talent Jam '96. 
•Hotter Lunch' eats up Talent Jam 
K I M P O W E L L 
staff r e p o r t e r 
It was Chaplain Ben Patterson as 
we 've never seen him before. He 
sauntered on stage wearing a fur hat 
that came down on his forehead 
with flaps to cover his ears. The 
look was comple ted with sun-
glasses, a bow tie around the collar 
of his red and white shirt, and sus-
penders to hold his boxer shorts up. 
Plungers in one hand and a bag 
of po ta to ch ips in the o ther , 
Patterson led the way to victory for 
Hotter Lunch at Friday's Talent 
Jam. 
"You Are You" c ap tu red the 
audience's attention with its inno-
vative choreography and memo-
rable props. 
"I was kind of nervous," said 
Patterson. I didn't know if people 
would think it funny or stupid." 
Judging from the huge audience 
applause and first place prize, it was 
a success. 
"The Grocery Store Song* per-
formed by Theatre and vocal per-
formance major Megan Hicks came 
in a close second. The skit/role play 
told the story of a woman that went 
to the grocery store after breaking 
up with her boyfriend. When the 
express lane cashier r e fuses to 
check her out because of three items 
too many the man of her dreams 
comes to the rescue and buys her 
three too many items and an en-
gagement ring. 
Third place went to Seasons of a 
Mime, pe r fo rmed by Shannon 
Slawson. With her white face out-
lined in black and white gloves on 
her hands, Slawson used telling fa-
cial expressions and hand move-
ments to tell the story of a mime 
falling in love. 
The evening began with the al-
ternative sound of the grunge band 
Sloe Plow singing "Light Burnt 
Out/Need Less to Say." 
Scattering silver tinsel over the 
stage, the 4 RD's followed with a 
lip-sync performance of Nine Inch 
Nail's "Head Like a Hole." The 
band got the audience involved by 
passing out records and when the 
a u d i e n c e s tar ted to th row the 
records through the air the band 
merely dodged them and kept on 
going. For the grand finale, they 
smashed a computer screen. 
Stand-up comedian Nick Holt 
outshone the emcee and had the 
audience roaring with laughter. 
It was a "Crazy" night for the six 
a capella singers of Patsy Cline's 
classic. Looking elegant in black 
dresses and reaching every note, the 
group charmed the audience. 
Winding up the evening. Fish's 
Lament hit the stage. The four-per-
son band rocked to Goo Goo Doll's 
"2 Days in February" setting the 
audience clapping along. 
It was a tough choice for judges 
Darnisha Taylor, Director of Multi-
Cultural Life, Holly McKee, RD of 
D y k s t r a Hal l , and Vera Van 
Hoboken from the Holland Senti-
nel. 
A f t e r long de l ibe ra t ion they 
awarded Hotter Lunch with the 
SI50 grand prize. Hicks came in 
runner up with $75, and the $50 
award went to Slawson. 
Baker scholars make the grade 
M . T H O M P S O N 
staff r e p o r t e r 
On Friday night, after hours of 
filling out applications and inter-
viewing, four students to could 
breath a little easier. Becky Maitner 
('98), Steve DeVrieze('98), Clinton 
Moore ( '98), and Susan Schroeder 
(*98), spent the last couple weeks 
trying to earn a coveted scholarship 
given Business majors and lucky 
for them, their work paid off. 
For the few students who receive 
this well-deserved honor, they must 
pass through 120 minutes of inter-
views and a bevy of essays ques-
tions. 
But, these four new members 
shouldn't feel alone. All members 
have to go through this process to 
qualify for the scholarship. 
"It was i n t e n s e , " sa id Erin 
Chatelain ( '97). "I 've been told it 
is the hardest interview of your 
life." 
Although the pressure of the ini-
tial interview is stiff, members look 
back and see they learned from the 
experience. 
Melissa O ' C o n n o r ( ' 9 6 ) said, 
"The interviewing process really 
helped me with my interviewing 
skill that I have used quite often this 
year while looking for a job." 
Both Chatelain and O 'Connor 
ag reed , if they cou ld m a k e it 
through the Baker Scholar inter-
v iews then they could make it 
though any other interview they will 
experience. "I am much more re-
laxed and c o n f i d e n t now," 
O'Connor said. 
Why do Business majors want to 
become members of the Baker 
Scholar program? 
"It's an incredible experience! It 
provides you with opportunities that 
you do not get out of a text book, or 
in class," Chatelain said. "For ex-
ample, we meet Ibts of business 
people not only in Holland but also 
on our trips. 
This year they group went to At-
lanta, Georgia to focus on the mar-
keting and advertising process for 
the Olympics. 
"We talked to so many different 
people, we learn about their phi-
losophies on business and life," 
O'Connor said. "Because of this we 
are able to learn from their mistakes 
as well as their success." 
"My college experience at Hope 
would not have been the same with 
out my involvement in the pro-
gram," said Tim Holwerda ( '96), 
President of the Baker Scholar pro-
gram. "As a member of this group, 
I have had the opportunity to meet 
many business entrepreneurs and 
have the honor of working with oth-
ers who share a common interest— 
business: its chal lenges and re-
wards." 
' T h e Baker Scholar program ex-
poses students to the wholeness of 
a business leadership experience," 
said Professor Muiderman, advisor 
of the program. "It not only focuses 
on business, but industries, and per-
sonalities as well," 
A p r i l 24, I 996 the Anchor 
A new Student Congress Cabinet comes to the foreground 
i 
Challenges for next year: 
• Increase in the number of shuttle vans and restore off-campus service 
• Lower the requirements needed for those students who wish to have off-
campus housing 
• Provide some competition for Hope's Geneva Bookstore 
• Congress elections conducted through e-mail 
• Expand Student Congress' inclusion in the faculty handbook 
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for keeps. 
Jackie Mol (*96) <6 Mike Helder 
Some people find garden tools in 
the classifieds. Others find used 
cars. Jackie Mol ( ' % ) , an English 
major, found herself a husband. 
Encouraged by a friend of the 
family to place a personal ad in 
Flashes, a local advertising tabloid, 
Jackie, with some apprehension, be-
gan exchanging and picking up 
messages f rom the service. But 
soon after her first ad ran, she met 
Mike Helder, a 1993 graduate of 
Bay de Noc College and employee 
of the Holland Board of Public 
Works. 
Two years later, Mike took Jackie 
to a beach in Grand Haven, got 
down on both knees and popped the 
big question. 
The couple will exchange vows 
April 19,1997. 
Dennis Rietman ('96) <fi Stacey Wendt ('96) 
Stacey Wendt ( '96) has known 
for a long time she would marry 
Dennis Rietman ('96). 
She just didn't known when— 
that part was up to Dennis. 
But pulling off a surprise as big 
as popping the question without 
Stacey knowing, as Dennis said, 
was tricky. After dating for five and 
a half years (since they were jun-
iors at Hol land Christ ian High 
School), Dennis knew Stacey might 
be expect ing something glittery 
around the time of graduation. 
So in order to keep the surprise, 
Dennis told Stacey he wanted to 
wait to marry for another few years 
until they were more established. 
Respecting Dennis' wishes, Stacey 
pushed thoughts of marriage to the 
back of her mind. 
Meanwhile, Dennis bought a dia-
mond and had began to formulate a 
plan. 
A few weeks after their discus-
sion, Dennis raced to the computer 
lab where Stacey was working and 
told her he needed to talk to her, that 
he wanted to go to the beach where 
they spent summers hanging out. 
"He told me he had something to 
show me," Stacey said. 
Dennis then pulled up his pant leg 
to expose what appeared to be a new 
tattoo reading "S.R.W."—Stacey's 
initials. The area surrounding the 
tattoo had been carefully shaven 
and a bandage laid gently over the 
fresh scrawl. Dennis had been prep-
ping Stacey for the art, hinting that 
he had wanted a tattoo for a few 
weeks. 
Stacey reportedly "freaked out." 
Not only was she not fond of tat-
toos, but especially tattooed initials. 
A few seconds later, after a quick 
e x c h a n g e abou t t a t toos , and 
Stacey's disbelief at Dennis ' re-
ceiving one, Dennis pushed down 
his sock to reveal more of the mes-
sage. 
"Will you marry me" was writ-
ten directly below the S.R.W. 
Both "tattoos" were actually ink 
pen. 
Stacey, an elementary education 
major, plans to student teach in 
Holland next fall. Dennis, an en-
gineering major, is interviewing for 
positions this summer. 
They are planning a May 24, 
1997 wedding. 
w g r a t v i l o t c o w s 
Best wishes as you pursue your dreams 
You will be missed! 
professional transformation 
64 At X&vl 
The change from college to work doesn't have to be an uncomfortable one. Just like changing your 
beat-up college gear for a stylish and comfortable pair of dress shoes, a career with Danka Business 
Systems can oe just what you need to get you off to the right start in the right career. 
With: comprehensive sales training, lucrative, established territories, career development planning, ful 
benefit program, 401K, and unlimited earning potential, you can easily see the advantages of being 
A C C O U N T REPRESENTATIVE with Danka an I 
As the nation's largest, independent, totally integrated manufacturer and marketer of copiers and 
fax machines, in partnership with Kodak, we're positioned for expansion in the marketplace. 
And so can you. Our superior quality oroducts, staff support and nearly unlimited poten-
owth give our sales force the backinq they need to make their mark in 
this highly competitive field. This is the time to find out about a great 
career with Danka. 
C o n t a c t J i m A r c h e r f o r a n i n t e r v i e w : 
PH: 1 - 8 0 0 - 8 3 7 - 2 6 3 1 FAX: 3 1 2 - 5 2 7 - 1 7 8 6 
E - m a i l : d a n k a w o r l d @ a o l . c o m 
Equal Opportunity Employer 
O A i v f c a 
Worid-class products. World-clan service. 
Wayne Anguilm ('96) <& 
From here on out, gift giving at 
the Osborn/Anguilm family Christ-
mas will require fully initialed name 
tags. As of Saturday night, there will 
be five men within three genera-
tions named Wayne in the brood. 
Christine's father and brother are 
both named Wayne, as is her fiance, 
soon-to-be-father-in-law and grand-
father. 
Christine, a math/physics double 
major and Wayne, a political sci-
ence/history double major discov-
ered they had the commonal i ty 
early on in their relationship while 
walking home from a party. 
But the similarities seemed to 
Christine Osborn ('96) 
stop there. Christine and Wayne 
didn't talk for another year and a 
half until they ran into one another 
at the Kremlin. 
"It was then that 1 found out that 
she was incredible," Wayne said. 
"When we first met she told me that 
she could never see herself in a se-
rious relationship. I told her that 1 
didn't want to get married until I 
was 40...I changed my mind!" 
Last w e e k e n d at W a y n e ' s 
Centurian Fraternity formal , he 
stopped the dance and on bended 
knee proposed to Christine. 
They are planning a 1997 cer-
emony. 
May Specials 
Student Visits $3.00 
(extended through May) 
Replenishing and maintaining 
your skin's moisture is 
^ ^ the key to the tanning process. 
All Bath And Shower Gels 
_ 20% Off This Month 
192 EAST 7™ STREET 396-3228 
GET SOME 
PEPSI STUFF! 
Collect proofs of 
purchase from 32 
and 44 oz Pepsi cups 
from the Kletz. 
Save up enough to 
Get Some Stuff!!! 
Catalogs avai lable 
in the Kletz. 
Watch your mail for 
a chance to win Pepsi 
Stuff from 
the Kletz. i Q e T s t u f f ' 
Apr i l 24, 1996 ^Anchor I n F o e 
! J l o l y M a t r i m o n y 
S t a t i s t i c s r e v e a l H o p e a h o t b e d o f l i f e l o n g r o m a n c e 
H E A T H E R B O S C H 
infocus e d i t o r 
"I W I L L FIND MY HUS-
BAND HERE—'99." 
Emblazoned across the wall in 
the Gilmore Hall study room, the 
message scrawled in black Bic 
leaps out from the other colorfully 
jumbled graffiti. 
About six inches away, another 
declaration is made, this time in 
faded blue ink: "MY MOM WAS 
A Z2 AND MY DAD AN OKE!" 
Based on clues such as this, it 
may sometimes seem to students as 
if Hope is as prolific at churning out 
holy matrimony as a Vegas wedding 
chapel. 
Most of us have probably heard 
the rumors whispered at lunch 
tables and in dorm rooms across the 
campus. Word of mouth 's most 
current statistic is that 80 percent 
of Hope graduates marry other 
Hope grads. 
This apparently shocking and 
amazing statistic...is also false. 
The truthful percentage is ac-
tually much lower—38 percent. 
And yet, this is still marvelously 
high in comparison to many other 
schools. 
UCLA, a west coast school 
with a student population of around 
23,619 undergraduates, has a mar-
riage rate that is a pittance in com-
parison—a mere 
Photo courtesy Mercedes-Benz 
9.3 percent. 
And even 
s choo l s of a 
s imi lar s ize to 
Hope , such as 
Wake Fores t 
University, have 
much lower 
rates. This North 
Carolina school 
which holds a to-
of enclosed in that it is a small 
school, so you get to know a lot of 
people," Karsten Voskuil (*96) said. 
"There are also a lot of people with 
the same socio-economic back-
ground." 
Voskuil is to become one of 
that 38 percent in June when he and 




site of what I 
expected even 
just a year ago," 
Voskuil said. "I 
never thought 
that th i s w a s 
going to happen 









man, I didn't want a steady boy-
friend," Angel ique McDougall ('98) 
said, her shiny engagement ring re-
vealing an ironic twist of fate. 
She and her fiance, Tony Zorc 
('96), met her freshman year in a 
Spanish class. He offered to help 
her study, and the rest is history. 
However, the taking of the 
vows may not just be a Hope Col-
lege practice, but the beginnings of 
a national trend. 
An April 3 Wall Street Journal 
article reported an apparent increase 
in the number of female college 
graduates to be marrying soon af-
ter graduation. 
Interviews with several North-
western University graduates reveal 
the emergence of what Linda Waite, 
a University of Chicago sociology 
professor calls a "return to tradition-
n t u u u i u a  i u  * r — 
tal student population of 5758 (3620 to be the story for many other Hope alism" with many women marrying 
undergraduates), has only 13.4 rtucents who end up leaving Hope straight out of school. 
cent of alumni trotting to the aitar. with a life partner as well as an edu- This is a striking disparity with 
So why is Hope a hotbed for cation. t h e average national age of mar-
lifelong romance? "Hope is kind "When I came here as a fresh- riage, which is 27 for men and 25 
for women. 
"The trend in marriage age 
suggests that people shouldn't be 
worried about being married by 
graduation," Jim Piers, Hope pro-
fessor of sociology said. 
Despi te this, the gowns of 
white and the filmy veils have an 
increased air of appeal and even 
necess i ty to po ten t i a l c a r ee r 
women. 
The Journal interviewees cited 
several reasons, including a change 
in values, the desire to have chil-
dren, and even the result of peer 
pressure and the anxiety of being 
the only one not to be pelted with 
rice. 
However, this so-called tradi-
tionalism does not necessarily mean 
a return to the June Cleaver syn-
drome. 
Many of today's new couples 
plan to have both members join the 
work force or continue their educa-
tion. 
"We are not going to do every-
thing traditionally," said Voskuil, 
w h o s e n a m e wil l be Voskui l -
Rumohr after the wedding. 
Most engaged students report 
primarily supportive reactions to 
their impending nuptials. However, 
as is often true in life, there are the 
cynics. 
"With the divorce rates as high 
as they are, there tends to be skep-
ticism about people getting married 
when they arc young," Zorc said. 
"Some people ask me if I am 
g o i n g to d rop out of s choo l , " 
McDougall said, who is an educa-
tion major. "That kind of surprised 
me." 
The engagees are excited about 
their future, showing optimism to-
ward their future prospects. 
And, according to the statistics, 
Hope students who are yearning to 
find their significant other in their 
four years of college have a pretty 
good chance. 
It is somewhat mind-boggling 
to imagine that nearly 40 percent of 
one's acquaintances will be march-
ing down the aisle with another 
Hope graduate. 
And, as many of the betrothed 
i l lus t ra te , no one is s a f e f r o m 
cupid's arrow—even the die-hard 
bachelors and bachelorettes who 
have absolutely no plan or intention 
to marry. 
Take it from McDougall, who 
has experienced this aspect of Hope 
firsthand. Now engaged to be mar-
ried, only a year and a half ago she 
was single and planning to stay that 
way. "It 's when you stop looking 
that you find someone." 
'Tyinpr the JCnot 
•38% of graduated srs. 
take t h e plunge a t Hope. 
•Across the nation: 
•UCLA: 9.3% 
•Wake Forest,NC: 13.4% 
•Dordt College, IA: 35% 
"A Graduate School 
offering Master's and 
Ph.D programs." 
AT i c s m J 0 l n m k j g i n i i 
...we strive to remain open to God's leading 
with regard to contemporary intellectual and 
cultural concerns. 
AT ICS w " ' W 
...we're looking for students who want to 
develop their intellectual gifts to God's glory. 
INTERESTED? 
Call (416) 979-2331 for an information package. 












229 College Street 




8:30 & 11:00 a.m. 
Corner of 12th and Pine 
It's a short walk 
3 blocks west fo campus 
For parents of Hope Students 
College Student Group 
fun, food, focus 
on Bible study and issues 
Sunday, 9:45 a.m. 
76 E. 13th St., Apt. 6 
COME JOIN US! 
Celebrate Earth Week: 
Rental: on Lake Michigan for 
graduations, weddings,or Tulip Time. 
Call Patti Fogg at 399-5067. 
'Jo //JC newesi /ncm6c/\s of t/n* J7lei(inic Jioard 
•Jennifer Hurley * 71 are/) Ttand/n/H* 
• Umanc/a Ma///lews • 7)e/f) TJol/eers 
• (j/yn Jhley *Sara Dan 7loo.se 
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our voice 
A matter of convenience 
If you had the opportunity to prevent a rape, would you? 
If you could stop a murder before it happened, halt a 
burglary or keep any other crime from occurring, would 
you? 
Five women on Hope's campus have been pursued by a 
terrifying prowler since February. He has invaded their 
rooms, physically moved their cars, tracked them on campus 
and sent threatening messages. The women have reported 
15 instances in all. 
To the College's credit, the school and the Holland Police 
Department have beefed up security measures and have an 
investigation underway. And while they can issue Public 
Safety wri t ten warn ings and e-mai l explanat ions , the 
responsibility to prevent harm also falls on Hope students. 
Head over to Gilmore at midnight. To DeWitt at three 
a.m. Walk past Lubbers before dawn. Oftentimes you'll see 
their doors—usually locked tight and accessible only by 
c o m p u t e r c o d e — p r o p p e d o p e n w i t h l ogs , b r i c k s , 
Styrofoam, even shoes to allow access. Every once in awhile 
residence hall doors—supposedly locked at midnight—are 
open later. Wander down 13th St. and you'll see the lights 
burning steadily even in the wee hours, the blinds wide open 
for all to see. 
Hope College feels like a safe place. Folks are friendly 
and small- town—the school and community of Holland 
pride themselves on that. Sadly, it provides a false sense of 
security. While we can put faith in ourselves, we can no 
longer place trust in the rest of society. 
Therefore, the responsibility to keep ourselves and our 
fr iends safe from harm is left to us. Though it may be 
inconvenient to call Public Safety to unlock doors, wake 
up a sleeping roommate after hours or take the van after 
dark, it is an inconvenience that in the light of a crime isn't 
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A WORD FROM THE EDITOR... 
Putting out a college newspaper 
is a labor of love. 
You aren't given much money to 
do it. You work weird hours. Some-
times you don't sleep for days at a 
time and your grades almost always 
take a nose dive. 
But when the paper comes out 
and you overhear someone talking 
to someone else about a story on the 
front page, or you scoop the city's 
professional media by days, even 
weeks, well, that's enough to make 
you run back to the office for more. 
Here at The Anchor we've earned 
frequent flier points at the Kletz. 
We've been known to cash out on 
the newsroom floor. And, yes, 
we've often placed a higher prior-
ity on covering a story than going 
to class. 
Yet every Wednesday morning 
we knew we made the right choices 
the rest of the week. 
Our goal as a staff at the begin-
ning of the year was to make The 
Anchor essential and necessary to 
student life. We wanted newspapers 
in every academic building, every 
dorm room, every bathroom stall on 
campus. 
Eight months later, we can't keep 
the paper in stock. 
The Anchor's circulation sky-
rocketed from 2200 in September 
to 2900 in April. People stop our 
distribution manager in mid-cycle 
to snare issues. Students are com-
ing to us weekly for back issues for 
use in term papers. We've gone 
from publishing eight page issues 
to 12, 16 and today, 24 pages, the 
largest newspaper The Anchor has 
ever put out since the beginning of 
publication. 
That means we've been doing our 
your 
job. 
Our coverage has been more 
comprehensive than ever before and 
that, frankly, makes a lot of people 
uncomfortable. 
We've written about sexually 
transmitted diseases. Date rape. 
Prejudice and racism. The high cost 
of tuition. Poor quality campus 
housing. The Anchor cracked the 
story on the restructuring of Greek 
pledging and followed revisions in 
the alcohol policy. We tracked Con-
gress' smoking proposal and ran the 
first-eveMnc/ior Extra! to cover the 
congress re-elections. 
The editors and staff under the 
leadership of next year's Editor-in-
Chief Jodi McFarland and advisor 
Tim Boudreau, will be back for 
more. 
Expect the best from them. Then 
anticipate it to get better. 
It has been my priveledge to act 
as Editor-in-Chief during the ten-
ure of scrappy Amy-Lynn 
Halverson, the artfully-inspired 
Melissa Herwaldt, persistent Jenn 
Dorn, the ever-skeptical Heather 
Bosch and get-it-done sports guy 
Greg Paplawsky. Thanks to report-
ers Kim Powell, Glyn Williams, 
Jess Owens, Matt Morgan, Laura 
Mihailoff and Matt Haseltine who 
could be counted on to provide thor-
ough coverage in a hear tbea t . 
Copyeditor Matt Sterenberg made 
sure everything was spelled right. 
Kudos also to the woman behind 
the lens, Jill Fischer, for her work 
with photography, to money god-
dess Julie Harris for managing a 
colossal financial responsibility, 
Becky Hollenbeck in advertising, 
Dave Schrier and Angie Strey for 
doing production. 
Student hacked off about housing 
V the Anchor 
D e a r E d i t o r , 
F r i d a y m o r n i n g a g r o u p o f p r o s p c c l i v c 
s t u d e n t s w e r e g e t t i n g a l ou r of m y d o r m . I 
o v e r h e a r d the i r t ou r g u i d e tell the g i r l s tha t 
w h e n they arc j u n i o r s and sen io r s they W I L L 
l ive in an a p a r t m e n t o r a co t t agc . W h e n I 
h e a r d th is , 1 w a n t e d t o tell t h e m tha t tha t i s 
bas ica l ly a lie, b e c a u s e it i s p robab l e that they 
wil l get s t u c k in a d o r m f o r t he i r j u n i o r year . 
W h e n I t ou red H o p e , I w a s told that I w o u l d 
b e l i v i n g in an a p a r t m e n t o r a c o t t a g e w h e n 
I w a s a j u n i o r . H o w e v e r , nex t y e a r I w i l l b e 
a j un io r , a n d H o p e is f o r c i n g m e to l ive in 
the d o r m s a g a i n . M y f r i e n d s and I w e n t 
Jul ie Blair 
Nor could The Anchor have be-
come what it has without page de-
signer Nina Bielauskas, the ever-
patient, albeit narcoleptic, woman 
responsible for splicing together 
each issue together on PageMaker 
and ope ra t ions manager Arin 
Neucks, the cool-handed manager 
who made sense of the frenzy of the 
red-eye Tuesday night shift. 
Few people could have pulled off 
what they did, time after time, is-
sue after issue. 
As for me, well, I'm forever loyal 
to The Ank. I've vowed to set up 
some kind of slush fund for the staff 
when I 'm gainful ly employed, 
though in the profession of journal-
ism, I'm not sure the fund will be 
able to include more than a free pro-
duction night soda for the Chief. 
In the meantime, I'm off to Chi-
cago to study more about the news 
business and work towards my 
m a s t e r ' s degree at the Medil l 
School of Journalism at Northwest-
ern University. Thank you to all 
those faculty members who have 
supported me in my endeavors, to 
the House for taking all my phone 
messages and most especially, to 
my family, for their "optional ad-
vice" and funding of my Diet Pepsi 
addiction. 
And thank you, Hope College, for 
reading. 
Bringing home the scoop has 
been our pleasure. 
t h r o u g h al l o f t h e p r o p e r p r o c e d u r e s , b u t 
n o t h i n g w o r k e d . F o u r o f m y f r i e n d s a p p l i e d 
t o b e R A s in a co t t age , but they all g o t t u rned 
d o w n . We then wen t in to the a p a r t m e n t d r a w 
to t ry for an a p a r t m e n t . T o o u r su rp r i s e , n o n e 
of u s got in, w h e r e a s m a n y f r e s h m e n ( c l a s s 
of *99) got i n to a p a r t m e n t s f o r nex t year . 
W h e n w e a s k e d D e r e k E m e r s o n w h a t o u r 
c h a n c e s are of g e t t i n g m o v e d into an apa r t -
m e n t o v e r the s u m m e r ( w e are t* 1 2 o n t h e 
w a i t i n g l is t ) , he to ld us tha t o u r c h a n c e s are 
not v e r y g o o d at a l l . H e t r ied to p a c i f y us b y 
p o i n t i n g out that t h e r e a r e 1 8 0 j u n i o r s l i v i n g 
in d o r m s th i s year . H e even to ld us tha t o u r 
o n l y c h a n c e o f g e t t i n g i n to a n a p a r t m e n t 
w o u l d b e t o k ick o u r f r i e n d w i t h the l o w e s t 
c r e d i t s o u t , a n d get put o n t h e w a i t i n g l is t 
f o r t h r e e p e r s o n a p a r t m e n t s . If H o p e is tell-
ing the i r p r o s p e c t i v e s t u d e n t s tha t they wil l 
b e o u t o f t h e d o r m s the i r j u n i o r yea r , t hen 
w h y d i d H o p e tell u s tha t w e need to p i c k 
o u r f r i e n d s b y t h e n u m b e r o f c r e d i t s t h e y 
h a v e ? H o w c a n H o p e c o n t i n u e t o tell thei r 
p r o s p e c t i v e s t u d e n t s tha t they wil l b e l i v ing 
in an a p a r t m e n t o r c o t t a g e the i r j u n i o r y e a r 
if t hey h a v e n ' t b e e n a b l e t o m a k e th i s a rea l -
ity f o r m y f r i e n d s a n d m e . 
S i n c e r e l y , 
S h a n n o n G o u l d ' 9 8 
Concern voiced over new Comptroller 
D e a r E d i t o r , 
T h e truth is, I ' m sca red ! S c a r e d tha tTVle r 
S m i t h r a n u n o p p o s e d f o r C o m p t r o l l e r . 
Sca red that S t u d e n t C o n g r e s s d i d not e v e n 
g i v e the s t u d e n t b o d y the o p p o r t u n i t y to vo t e 
a n y w a y . B u t I a m sure t h e y wil l have a g rea t 
e x p l a n a t i o n f o r w h y w e c a n n o t d e c i d e w h o 
h a n d l e s o u r m o n e y . 
C o m p t r o l l e r is the t r e a su re r o f S t u d e n t 
C o n g r e s s . T h e y h a n d l e all ou\ m o n e y — o u r 
ac t iv i ty f e e . F u n n y h o w the f ede ra l g o v e r n -
m e n t b e l i e v e s w e c a n r e spons ib ly vo t e f o r 
o u r next p r e s i d e n t of the U n i t e d S ta tes . I d id 
not r ea l i ze h o w spec ia l H o p e C o l l e g e is if 
w e arc not c a p a b l e o f d e c i d i n g w h o s h o u l d 
h a n d l e o u r m o n e y o u r s e l v e s . S e e m s l ike a 
s t e p b a c k t o me . 
I t r ied to get exac t figures o n w h a t the 
b u d g e t is a n d h o w it is b e i n g sp l i t f o r nex t 
s e m e s t e r , but f e w p h o n e c a l l s w e r e r e tu rned . 
Ty le r S m i t h is n o w C o m p t r o l l e r o f S t u -
den t C o n g r e s s and T r a d i t i o n a l E v e n t s C h a i r 
of S A C . I be l i eve th i s t o b e an e x t r e m e c o n -
flict o f in te res t . S A C is his e m p l o y e r , he g e t s 
paid f o r h i s j o b t he r e , a n d n o w he is C o m p -
t ro l ler and w o r k s w i t h all the m o n e y . I c o u l d 
not get exac t f i g u r e s , but I k n o w S A C g e t s 
ove r $ 9 0 , 0 0 0 . M o r e t h e n m o s t o t h e r o rgan i -
z a t i o n s . I have w o r k e d w i t h an o r g a n i z a t i o n 
y e a r s a g o w h o h a d t o w o r k w i t h S t u d e n t 
C o n g r e s s t o get f u n d s . B e l i e v e m e , it w o u l d 
have b e e n a g rea t a d v a n t a g e ( u n f a i r to o t h -
e r s ) t o have s o m e o n e f r o m m y o r g a n i z a t i o n 
h e l p i n g t o d e c i d e , if o n l y b e c a u s e they see 
i m p o r t a n c e in the o r g a n i z a t i o n . 
It is a s h a m e no o n e ran a g a i n s t T ^ l e r 
S m i t h . If I had k n o w n I w o u l d h a v e b e g g e d 
s o m e o n e t o d o so . I b e l i e v e b e s i d e s b e i n g in 
a con f l i c t of in teres t that h e is the w r o n g m a n 
for the j o b . He is q u o t e d in The Anchor Ex-
tra! a s s a y i n g " I ' m t i r ed o f not h o l d i n g 
p e o p l e a c c o u n t a b l e . " 
Las t s e m e s t e r t h e r e w a s an i nc iden t w e r e 
S A C a c c u s e d a g r o u p I b e l o n g to o f d o i n g 
s o m e t h i n g w r o n g at a S A C e v e n t . We w e r e 
no t i f i ed b y a l e t t e r s i g n e d b y TVIer S m i t h 
w h o a d d e d " i f y o u h a v e a n y q u e s t i o n s , 
p l e a s e c o n t a c t m e . " W h e n w e d o so , in an 
e f f o r t t o c lea r o u r n a m e , TVIer r ep l i ed , " O h , 
I j u s t s i g n e d i t" s o m e o n e e l s e r e p o r t e d i t — 
h e k n e w n o n e of t h e de t a i l s . A f t e r a f e w e f -
fo r t s t o ge t a n y t h i n g out o f T y l e r h e s t r o n g l y 
let u s k n o w he w a s not t o b e he ld a c c o u n t -
ab le f o r a le t ter he w r o t e a n d s i g n e d . 
H e is n o w e x c l a i m i n g o t h e r s n e e d to b e 
he ld a c c o u n t a b l e w h i l e h e r e f u s e s . If he c a n 
not b e r e s p o n s i b l e f o r h i s o w n w o r d s , h o w 
c a n h e b e r e s p o n s i b l e f o r o u r m o n e y ? 
S i n c e r e l y , 
T a r a S t o I I e n m a l e r ( ' 9 6 ) 
'The Anchor regrets to announce that due to technical difficulties with computers , the section 
entitled "Hot Shot Seniors" was not able to be run in this issue. T h a n k you to Julie Jennings, Jen 
Dobosz, Jen Weaver, David Charnin , Eric VanNamen, Amy Eschleman, Heidi Aronson and Ryan 
Wilcox for your cooperation and understanding. 
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Looking for a job? 
Van Wylen Library 
• • • • • 
Van Wylen Library is now accepting 
applications for summer and fall 
employment. Bring your student I .D. to 
the student employment office near the 
lobby in DeWitt for application and job 
number. Then follow the directions on the 
application. We 'd love to have you apply! 
W e offer: 
air-conditioned work environment 









and much more 
STALKER from I 
"He didn't delete anything, he 
just left a really creepy message on 
the top," Smith said. 
The incidents have occurred in 
spurts. The girls are confused and 
scared. They feel like they are not 
being taken seriously by the school 
or Public Safety, as the measures to 
end the criminal acts are not evi-
dent to them. 
"If it was one of their daughters 
being threatened, they would defi-
nitely move their (rear ends) a little 
faster," an anonymous student said. 
"We have taken it very seriously," 
Dean Frost said. "Are we frustrated? 
Are we upset about this? Yes." 
Tom Renner, Head of Public Re-
lations, released statement stating 
that Hope Public Safety and the 
Holland Police Department have an 
active investigation underway into 
these alleged incidents. 
It is difficult to determine who 
is actually responsible for the inves-
tigation that the administrat ion 
claims is underway, as the measures 
to end the criminal acts are not evi-
dent to the victims. 
When questioned, an officer from 
the Holland P.D. stated, "We took a 
complaint, but it is being handled 
by the college." 
"If they request our assistance, 
we furnish it," said the captain of 
the Holland Police Department. 
A meeting of the Hope adminis-
tration and Public Safety, as well as 
the Holland Police Department was 
held last Wednesdayito determine 
what steps need to be taken to effi-
ciently conclude the burglaries and 
threats. 
"This doesn't preclude any inves-
tigation by the Holland Police De-
partment," Renner said. "Any inves-
tigation they wish to conduct, we 
would encourage them. We are very 
satisfied with their investigation at 
this point." 
Ques t ion ing of the Detect ive 
branch did not uncover anyone as-
signed to the case. 
No one has been willing to go on 
record as being responsible for an 
investigation although administra-
tion claims public safety is putting 
in overtime to solve the case. 
Despite these efforts, there have 
still been recent break-ins, and the 
girls still feel unprotected and vul-
nerable. 
Renner claims other measures 
have been taken, but their disclo-
sure may jeopardize the current in-
vestigation. 
In the future, the administration 
encourages more precautions to be 
taken by the students. 
"Take personal responsibility for 
your own safety," Frost said. "Fac-
ulty, students, and staff need to be 
concerned with each other." 
He stressed the importance of 
locking doors and contacting the 
proper authorities should there be 
anymore burglaries. 
•Editor's Note: Persons with any in-
formation regarding these incidents are 
encouraged to contact the Holland Si-
lent Observer Program at 392-4443. A 
reward is being offered for information 
leading to the apprehension and con-
viction of the person or persons respon-
sible. Names in story have been 
changed to protect the innocent. Any 
information given can remain anony-
mous. 
Students jam into the Kletz 
to celebrate Earth Day 
J E N N D O R N 
campusbeat: e d i t o r 
Maybe Santana wasn't on stage, 
but it sure seemed like Woodstock. 
Except it wasn't in a big field with 
lots of mud; it was in the Kletz. 
The 7th annual Earth Jam was 
held Saturday. Although the threat-
ening weather drove the concert 
from the Pine Grove to the Kletz, it 
didn't drive away the people. 
Students jammed into the Kletz 
to enjoy the sounds of local bands 
and turned the hazy smoking sec-
tion into a make-shift dance floor. 
D u e to the c razy M i c h i g a n 
weather, the concert got underway 
about three hours behind schedule. 
Those waiting for the concert to 
begin passed the time by forming a 
d r u m m i n g circ le , wh i l e o thers 
hacked and played the coveted 
Kletz pinball machine. 
Eric Myterman, the lead singer 
of the Folk Lizards, finally took the 
stage around 3 p.m. 
"I 've performed in every Earth 
Jam for the past seven years ," 
Myterman said. 
After a quick set change, Karmic 
took the stage. Their upbeat songs 
had the outgoing dancing up a storm 
and the more subdued jamming in 
their seats. 
Karmic, who played at the Jam 
last year, features Hope student 
Matt Fouts, ( '96) who plays bass. 
Marzuki, which features Hope 
s tuden t s S u f j a n S tevens ( ' 97 ) , 
J a m i e K e m p k e r s ( ' 9 8 ) , Matt 
Hase l t i ne ( ' 9 8 ) , and S h a n n o n 
Stephens from Grand Valley was 
the next act to perform. The band, 
who recently recorded a CD in 
Nashville, entertained the audience 
with their folksy, Celtic songs. 
Three and a half hours into the 
Jam, Autumn, a band from Grand 
Rapids took the stage. By this time, 
the Kletz was far less packed, but 
the remaining audience still rocked 
out to the music. 
"This was the best concert that I 
have ever put on," said Peter Payette 
('97), who, as a member of the En-
vironmental Issues Group, has ar-
ranged Earth Jam for the past three 
years. 
"The place was packed. Consid-
ering everything, the turn-out was 
unbelievable." 
STOLEN ART from I 
Anchor photo by Anthony Perez 
K E E P X R U C K I N ' : Taking advantage of the Spring-like weather, many Hope students 
slipped on their blades and took to the pavement. 
drawing will turn up. She recently 
began putting up fliers in hopes that 
that will trigger a return, but so far, 
no luck. 
Johnson penned the drawing, en-
titled 4Lost Opportunit ies/ when 
she was in high school. A portrait 
of an old man sitting in a room, the 
highly detailed drawing was the 
pride of Johnson's collection. 
"It was my favorite piece of art-
work that I have every done," she 
said. 'The same with my family; my 
parents and my grandparents, it was 
their favorite too." 
Johnson and her parents are of-
fering a reward for recovery of the 
piece. 
"I won some awards for that 
piece," Johnson said. "It really 
meant a lot to me." 
The picture can be returned to the 
staff office at Kollen Hall or to the 
DePree Art Center with Johnson's 
name on it. No questions will be 
asked. 
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Jules... 
J\fow that you have spent four 
years in the trenches, it's time to hit 
the battle field. 
Go Get '£m Girl! 
Xove, thejtfnk Staffers 
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A professor of mine makes 
me read chapters from a book 
on journalism. And the last one 
I read was about voice. 
The author talks about an 
experience when a family of 
ducks wandered into the street. 
People just sat in their cars and 
stared and after a few minutes 
she stepped out of her car and 
tried to herd the ducks to the 
other side of the street. She 
flailed and shouted like a mad 
woman making quite a scene, 
but the ducks arrived safety on 
the other side of the road. 
Onlookers started their cars and 
drove on, some honking their 
horns and shouting praise. 
Some shouted rudely that she 
made too much noise and that 
her voice was too loud. 
For writers, voice is a daily 
question. And when things are 
printed in newspapers, voice is 
heard quite a bit. Journalists 
wonder if they're not being loud 
enough, that people can't hear 
their voice. 
There are times when readers 
stop and thank reporters and 
editors for using their voice to 
cover issues on campus. But 
that doesn't happen very often. 
Most of the time they hear 
their name come up in small 
circles while talking is low and 
teeth are grinding. Often 
journalists wonder why people 
are upset by the way they use 
their voice. 
Like the author who herded 
the ducks, journalists are 
herders of facts, truths, and 
opinions. They step out into the 
street and wave their hands 
around, while the student body, 
administration, and faculty sit 
in cars and watch. And when 
the journalist gets the informa-
tion safely on the other side, 
some onlookers honk their 
horns and others shout that the 
journalists made a fools of 
themselves and were too loud. 
For those who honked their 
horns in praise, we say thanks 
and challenge you to step into 
the street and make a fool of 
yourself by using your voice. 
Being in the spotlight is a scary 
thing, but the fear melts away 
and courage soon take over. 
For the rest of the readers 
who tell us we're fools and that 
our voices are too loud, maybe 
it's time you realize that life 
wasn't meant to be spent 
driving in a car, shouting out 
the window. Maybe you should 
try using your voice to do 
something better than complain 
Have a safe 
and happy 
s u m m e r . 
Don ' t ge t a 
sunburn! 
Love, t h e 
Grinch 
Giving it elbow grease 
Students pull their noses out of books and put 'em to the grind 
J E S S I C A M I X E R 
staff r e p o r t e r 
The stench of sweat, dirt, and 
truck exhaust under the blazing sun 
is not the atmosphere of one's fan-
tasy job. For Elizabeth Collins 
('98), this is exactly what will be 
hitting her nostrils every day this 
summer, as she neglects her mani-
cured fingernails and fragile hands 
for the dust and grime of construc-
tion work. 
Taking a step out of the normal 
jobs at res taurants , depar tment 
stores and ice cream shops, many 
Hope students, like Collins, are 
finding that the unusual summer 
jobs can be more rewarding. 
For Collins, trading in her black-
and-white waitressing uniform for 
a bright yellow hardhat has its own 
advantages. "1 was sick of work-
ing indoors all day long. Now I can 
be outside in the sun and still get 
exercise." 
Not one to ever really get in-
volved with anything entailing hard 
labor in its job description, Collins 
is a little concerned about exactly 
what it is that she will be doing on 
the job. 
"With waitressing, I knew just 
what I would have to do each time 
I went in to work, but with construc-
tion, it's different every day," she 
stated. 
Some of the tasks she will be do-
ing consist of removing scraps from 
the construction site, laying cement, 
and operating power tools. 
"I don ' t really mind getting a 
farmer's tan or breaking a nail or 
two, because the job pays $8 an 
hour," Collins said. 
When there's a sweltering heat 
wave outside, working indoors with 
the air conditioning blasting is defi-
nitely ideal. 
Ken Howk ( '98) has realized this 
fact several times, but still has opted 
for a summer job that has him out-
side all day long. 
A genuine door-to-door sales-
man, Howk has enjoyed walking 
several miles a day to sell children's 
study guides to people in their 
homes. 
Through the Southwestern Pub-
lishing Company program that he 
joined last summer, Howk will be 
traveling to Nashville, Tennessee 
for a week of training in salesman-
ship. After the training, he will be 
shipped off to Oregon, influencing 
customers with his vast knowledge 
of the books in hopes of a sale. 
"There are a lot of families that 
buy, because the books can be used 
by students in kindergarten through 
the first two years of college," Howk 
said. 
When dealing with bad weather 
and hundreds of people a day, Howk 
agrees that it is bound to get tire-
some or frustrating. "There are a 
lot of people who are really rude 
and slam the door, but, for the most 
part, others are very attentive and 
admire what I 'm doing." 
Putting up with impolite custom-
ers and pouring rain seems to be 
worth it when it comes to Howk's 
paycheck. One of the top salesmen 
last year, he took home a commis-
sion of $16,000, which is about 
$14,000 more than what the aver-
age student makes in a summer. 
"Earning a lot of money is great, 
but I am also gaining a lot of expe-
rience in dealing with customers 
and face-to-face business relation-
ships," Howk said , "and that ' s 
worth a lot more for my future ca-
reer." 
Also ga in ing exper ience and 
credits for a summer job is Matt 
Jung ( '97) , who manufactures a 
product that he can relax in. With 
the help of Chip George ( '97) and 
another business partner, Jung came 
up with a business plan that he 
hopes to incorporate this summer, 
creating something like a huge bean 
bag. 
"I t ' s like a bean bag, only it 's 
three times the size, and filled with 
foam rubber," Jung said. 
The partners have had the prod-
uct idea for a while, and have pro-
duced about twenty that have been 
grabbed up by friends and relatives 
~ - A Sim 
D o n ' t S e t t l e F o r L e s s ! 
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OTTAWA VILLAGE MALL 
977 Butternut Drive, Holland 
3 9 9 - 4 2 5 2 
Spring Fling Special: 
20% off midnite 
membership with autodraft. 
PowerTan"" Thursdays: 
20% off all Power 
upgrades. 
These specials good 
through April 30. 
WEST SHORE CENTER 
2863 West Shore Drive, Holland 
399-2320 
South Washington Studio 




5355 Harvey Street 
(on the comer of Sternberg & Harvey) 
Norton Shores 
798-7636 
Don't forget about our 
happy hours... 
Happy Hours: 
7:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. 
& 9:30 p.m. - close 
Momc 0 / it the Maagna, 
Powair BQQM*, MMdl OrMti 
» 
Photo courtesy E. Collins 
eager to own the comfortable seat. 
Realizing the great potential for 
the product, Jung and partners de-
cided to really take off with the idea 
starting this summer. 
Because of the one to two hours 
it takes to make just one of the gi-
ant bags, it will be the only sum-
mer job for Jung. 
Besides the manufacturing of the 
bags, Jung and George are going to 
be busy with selling them all sum-
mer. 
"We have a place for the bags to 
be sold at a local Splash store, and 
we're also going to be taking them 
around to different schools, such as 
Western and Michigan State, to sell 
to students during Welcome Week," 
Jung said. 
Anchor photo by A. L. Halverson 
O U X X O M A K E 
A B U C K : above, 
Chip George ('97) and Matt 
Jung ('97) rest comfortably 
on their giant size bean bags 
called Poof. 
N O T A M A M ' S 
W O R L D : left, Eliza-
beth Collins ('96) will forget 
about nail polish and even 
tan lines this summer when 
she hits the pavement in a 
yellow hardhat working 
contraction 
Selling each bag at a non-fixed 
price of about $65 to $110, Jung 
will be making a lot of cash, while 
ea rn ing some more c red i t s for 
school. 
Because he is an accounting and 
business double major, Jung is able 
to take this real-world application 
of his business plan as an opportu-
nity to receive extra credits. 
Even though he ' s not bus ing 
tables at a restaurant or lifeguarding 
at a local swimming pool, Jung is 
out in the work fo rce , making 
money and a name for himself. 
"I found something that I was 
interested in, and I enjoy doing it," 
Jung said. "I advise anyone with 
such an interest to go out and start 
something." 
VAN WYLEN LIBRARY 
m
m
u Exam Week Hours 
• • • • 
• • • • • • 
Sunday, April 28 1 p.m. - 2 a.m. 
Monday, April 29 8 a.m. - 2 a.m. 
Tuesday, April 30 8 a.m. - 2 a.m. 
Wednesday, May 1 8 a.m. - midnight 
Thursday, May 2 8 a.m. - midnight 
Friday, May 3 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Sat., May 4 - Alumni Day 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 




Take a bow... 




staff r e p o r t e r 
J a n e D i c k i e , D i r e c t o r of 
Women's Studies and Professor of 
Psychology, has broken a lot of 
ground around Hope. 
She 's a founder of the Women's 
Studies Program, she was the first 
female psycho logy professor at 
Hope, and she made the campus 
aware of sexual assault by being the 
one of the author's of the first poli-
cies addressing this issue. 
After 24 loyal years, hundreds of 
hours, and tons of broken ground, 
her efforts didn ' t go unnoticed. 
D ick ie w a s awarded the f i rs t 
Women's Studies GLCA award on 
April 13 at a Women ' s Conference 
held at Albion College. 
"I was very moved and touched 
by the award," Dickie said. 
Twelve Academic Deans f rom 
the Great Lakes College Associa-
tion or GLCA created an award to 
r ecogn ize D i c k i e ' s o u t s t a n d i n g 
Women's Studies program here at 
Hope , as wel l as her a c a d e m i c 
achievements. 
On her award it reads that Dickie 
was chosen to win the award be-
cause of her "effort and training in 
psychology, in motherhood, and in 
combining feminism and faith at a 
church- re la ted col lege . She has 
used her knowledge and endurance 
to create a Women's Studies pro-
gram here at IJope and has helped 
the c o m m i t t e e ( G L C A ) build a 
consortial program with a global 
vision." 
She also received an abstract 
charcoa l d rawing which is now 
hanging in her home. 
In 1992 the Women's Studies de-
gree joined the roster of possible 
majors here at Hope. At which time 
Dickie became the director. 
" T h e p ionee r ing of W o m e n ' s 
Studies began in 1982, and those 
first graduates helped get the old 
program off it's feet and contributed 
to where it is today" Dickie said. 
Jus t w i t h i n t he pas t y e a r s . 
W o m e n ' s S t u d i e s at H o p e h a s 
grown in popularity. 
"It provides a challenging and 
unique educational experience for 
both women and men," Dickie said. 
"It complement s the co l lege ' s 
emphasis on multi-cultural diversity 
JEN ZEERIP 
staff r e p o r t e r 
J. Dickie 
and global understanding while fa-
cilitating personal growth in human 
relationships." 
Looking back over the ground 
where she walked, Dickie wasn't 
alone. 
"Nothing happens without the 
help of others," Dickie said. 
This fall Dickie will be taking a 
year sabbatical with her husband to 
South Africa to work, teach and live 
with the people of Western Cape. 
Spanish prof jonts off to s ignnewbook 
A. L. HALVERSON 
spot l ight e d i t o r 
When Dr. Ion Agheana, Profes-
sor of Spanish, entered Dr. Jorge 
Borges c lass his f i rs t year into 
g radua te school at Harva rd , he 
never though he would spend the 
rest of his life writing about his po-
etry professor. 
T w e n t y - s e v e n y e a r s la te r , 
Agheana has jus t publ i shed his 
fourth book about Borges, a world 
famous, Argentinian writer. 
A few weeks ago, Agheana flew 
to Argentina, South America where 
he signed books, spoke and rubbed 
e l b o w s w i t h w o r l d - r e n o w n e d 
people. 
T h e b o o k e n t i t l e d 
"Coversaciones sobre Borges," was 
a raving success around the world. 
Agheana is one of several authors 
who worked on the book. "I was 
a sked to be part of t he book , " 
Agheana said. "The greatest experts 
on his literature gathered to create 
it." 
Borges is a national hero to the 
people of Latin American. And for 
Agheana to be considered a expert 
on his wri t ing made him a very 
popular man. "I was quite humbled 
by the experience," Agheana said. 
Although the majority of people 
find Borges writing fascinating, he 
is an extremely complex man to 
understand. 
"I gave him (Borges) back to the 
reader." Agheana said. "I opened 
him up and made him accessible to 
the people."While in Argentina, he 
phoned Aldol fo Bioy Casares, a 
candidate for the Nobel Prize for 
Literature. Casares and Borges were 
old friends and Agheana wanted to 
give him a copy of the book. 
Myers offers Amer ica key to happiness 
JENN DORN 
c a m pus b e a t e d i t o r 
The Partidge Family seemed to 
have the right idea when they en-
couraged the world to just "Come 
on, get happy." 
And that 's also what Dr. David 
Myers of the Psychology Depart-
ment told the world when he was 
spotlighted on the A B C News Spe-
cial "The Mystery of Happiness: 
Who Has It...How To Get It, with 
John Stossel."The show aired April 
15. 
In 1992, Myers wro te a book 
titled "The Pursuit of Happiness: 
Who Is Happy— and Why" and he 
credits this as the reason that he was 
invited to be on the show. 
"Life, liberty, and the purchase of 
happiness has become the Ameri-
can dream," Myers said. 
The special placed a great empha-
sis on the monetary pleasure that 
people seek to find happiness, a 
method which simply does not en-
sure contentment. 
"We end up comparing ourselves 
to someone who is a rung or two 
higher than us," Myers said. "We 
need to rejuice the joy." 
Research reports optimists are far 
more content than those with a pes-
simistic outlook. 
"People who get in the flow of 
l i fe and get caugh t up in what 
they're doing live with greater joy," 
Myers said. "People who are pas-
sive are less likely to flow and to 
report happiness than people who 
are doing things." 
Myers is no stranger to the tele-
vision camera. Earlier in the fall, he 
was interviewed by Maria Shriver 
f o r " F i r s t P e r s o n w i t h Mar i a 
Shriver" for a segment on the same 
topic, "Desperately Seeking Happi-
ness." 
"The interview ended up being 
Since sophomore year Seth Dale 
( '97) has had his eyes on a Student 
Resident Director or SRD position. 
And he isn't going to let anything 
stand in his way, not even a bride. 
Last N o v e m b e r , D a l e a sked 
Stephanie Kaper ( '97) to share her 
life with him. Little did either of 
them know that this trip down the 
aisle would lead right up the side-
walk of Brumler apartments start-
ing next August. 
Dale and Kaper will be spending 
their first blissful year of marriage 
surrounded by the walls of Brumler 
Aparments. 
Dale will be the first married 
SRD to claim Brumler as his love 
nest when he takes over the rains 
from current SRD Amity Weeldryer 
( '96) next fall. According to Derek 
Emerson, Dale was qualified for the 
position and being married had little 
impact on their placing him as SRD. 
It wasn' t the romantic furnishings 
or the wall coverings that attracted 
these love birds to this "getaway"(or 
not so get-away). "Brumler hap-
pened to be the only two person 
apar tments around where S R D s 
were needed" Dale said. 
It also swayed their placement 
because Brumler is co-ed. "All of 
the other apartments where SRDs 
were needed had three or four bed-
room apartments" Goebel said. "So 
S. Dale ('97) & S. Kaper (*97) 
we felt it only made sense to place 
them fliere." 
Kaper and Dale fee l s t rongly 
about s taying in touch with the 
Hope community through their liv-
ing situation. Kaper explains that 
b e i n g mar r i ed wil l b r ing t h e m 
somewhat away from Hope 's atmo-
sphere, so living on campus is ideal, 
more convenient, and cheaper. 
" B e i n g SRD will allow me to 
become more in touch with faculty 
and s t a f f ' Dale said. Thoughts of 
being married before graduation 
never crossed either of their minds 
upon entering college. However, 
after a year and half cupid 's arrow 
was so deep that no diploma was 
going to dampen the sweet sound 
of wedding bells fo r this couple. 
I. Agheana 
"Everyone is out to get Casares," 
Agheana said. "He 's a very popu-
lar man." 
From being in front of the cam-
era lens, Agheana is back to the 
grind of teaching Spanish."From 
the limo rides back to Spanish 101," 
he chuckled. 
Concerned? 
•Health Assesments , •Nutritional Counseling 
Diagnosis, Treatment 
•Health Education Materials 
•Nurse/Physician Clinics (pamphlets, tapes, videos) 
•Sexuality Counsel ing •Information & Treatment 
for Sexually Transmitted 
•Referral to Of f -Campus Diseases 
•Foreign Travel •Allergy Clinic 
Innoculations 




Hope College Health Clinic 
(All services and records are confidential) 
The Health Clinic is open mornings 
8:30-12:00 and 1:00-4:30. Please call for an appointment. 
D. Myers 
cut down to about 25 seconds ," 
Myers said. "So this program (the 
ABC Special) was more to our lik-
ing academically and regionally." 
Since the publication of his book, 
Myers has done over 100 lectures 
on the topic and has been the focus 
of over 150 media interviews. 
A new adventure is about to begin... 
•.•aSgmtf SSL * ^  . 
•Stephie Adams •Heidi Mickelson 
•Sara Beaver •Sara Minnaar 
»Katy Carpender •Julie Parker 
•Lisa Lee •Gina Smies 
•Monica Manning •L iaTinke lman 
•Sarah Young 
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Phrifibee Phenomenon 
Game of flying disks and hard-to-hit targets a fair-weather favorite at Hope 
f 
" T E E I N G O F F : Nate Mihalek ('97) andJD Kensinger 
('99) prepare for another stress-relieving game. 
Do's and Don'+'s 
OOtJ'T-DO-
• Play on a nice night . 
• Hit squirrels fo r a o n e 
s t roke reduc t ion . 
• Yell " f o r e " w h e n y o u r 
f r i sbee swerves off course . 
• Play as a s tudy break . 
• Bring your d o g t o fe tch 
hard- to - reach disks! 
• Play w h e n t h e n igh t 
spr inklers a re on! 
• Hi t pedes t r ians! 
• G e t your f r i sbee s tuck 
on t o p of t h e Kletz! 
• Skip classes t o play. 
• Bring your girlfriend t o 
f e t c h h a r d - t o - r e a c h 
disks! 
J E S S I C A O W E N S 
s t a f f r e p o r t e r 
If the next time you're strolling 
along on your way to another long 
dose of Ancient Civilization and 
you notice countless flying saucers, 
don't panic. Hope is not being at-
tacked by diminutive aliens, but 
rather yet another season of the il-
lustrious game of frisbee golf has 
begun. 
Al though the o r ig ins of this 
unique sport are not entirely clear, 
what is clear is that it is not a new 
tradition on warm, calm, days and 
nights at Hope. 
"I've met guys that graduated in 
*83 w h o p l ayed , " sa id Pete 
Warburton ('98). Most of Hope's 
frisbee golfers estimate the sport 
has existed for at least 15 years, if 
not much longer. And most guess it 
will stay around for many years to 
come. 
Understanding the lure of frisbee 
golf takes only the ability to sym-
pathize with the need for a relax-
ing, yet social, study break. Particu-
larly when the sun's rays are gleam-
ing down on the Pine Grove. When 
asked "Why f r i sbee go l f ? " JD 
Kensinger ( '99) said "Why not?" 
"It's a good way to get around 
campus," Kensinger said. "It can be 
as time consuming as you make it." 
A speed round takes 25 minutes, 
the pros estimate, but those with a 
social agenda, allocate between 45 
or 50 minutes. 
Both Kensinger and fellow golfer 
Na te Miha lek 
( ' 9 7 ) ag ree 
that socializ-
ing is one of 
the essen-
tial ele-
m e n t s 
of f r i s b e e 
golf. 
Although most golfers 
agree warm windless after-
noons constitute ideal frisbee 
condi t ions , some pre fe r late 
nights. "The best rounds are at 
about 2 a.m.," Kensinger said. 
"The campus is so well lit, vision 
isn't too much of a problem, how-
ever sprinklers can be tough as they 
o f t en go on at about 1a .m." 
Kensiger said. 
Virtually all golfers agree, how-
ever, that rain and snow are out of 
START 
Hill ^  
\J! ©ww'is ^ — 
the question. 
"Rain means slippery, muddy 
disks, and your fingers get too cold 
in the snow," Kip Van Dam ( '98) 
said. 
Tools of the t rade inc lude a 
simple, average weight disk. 
" F r i s b e e s are measu red by 
weight in grams, with 175 grams 
being the average size," Kensinger 
said. "While heavier frisbees go 
farther, they are not as accurate," 
he said. 
Many of Hope's golfers prefer to 
use disks designed by Cosmopoli-
tan Fraternity alumni Jon Vander 
Pol, who sold them at Hope in the 
past. Van Dam noted his frisbee, 
along with most others, is "UPA 
approved.. .whoever the UPA is. 
Probably the Universal Plastic As-
sociation." 
While there are clearly frisbees 
of various sizes and colors being 
tossed around, the golfers them-
selves seem less diversified, at least 
in terms of gender. 
"There is one woman f r i sbee 
golfer that I 've seen," Mihalek said. 
"She's really good, but most girls 
just don't seem to get into it." 
Tood* said "Every once in awhile 
we can talk a girl into playing with 
us, but she usually ends up slowing 
us down so it doesn't really work 
for either of us." 
Perhaps the lack of female golf-
ers relates to the fact that, as 
p e d e s t r i -
a n s , 
y h e y 
seem to 
h a v e 
s o m e -
 v w h a t 
of a reputation for getting both-
ered by close encounters with 
flying frisbees. 
"One time I came about 15 feet 
from hitting a girl and she got mad 
and threw my frisbee off," Van Dam 
said. 
"I 've hit a few people," said Jer-
emy Beard, ('97). "Some people get 
really mad, others don't care. It 's 
about 50/50. Usually it 's the girls 
who get mad." 
Pedestrians say they've got good 
reason to be hacked off by the pro-
pelled plastic. 
"I think it's really rude when you 
can ' t walk through Pine Grove 
without getting practically knocked 
over by a frisbee," said Jennifer 
Petscher ( '97). 
Most golfers do admit to having 
made unintended human to disk 
contact at one time or another. "You 
just say you're sorry and try and be 
as congenial as you can. We try and 
fol low a certain pedestrian eti-
quette," Kensinger said. He also 
believes, "It is usually the less ex-
perienced golfers that don't follow 
that etiquette." 
"I threw it into the middle of a 
class once . Fortunately I had a 
couple of friends in it, so they just 
threw it back." said Joe Lawrence 
( '99). 
Some golfers admit their game 
can interfere with classes in other 
ways, namely attendance. "Occa-
sionally, on a really nice day, you 
miss class to play," Mihalek said. 
However he was quick to point out 
that those are the days when "ev-
eryone" is in the Pine Grove, frisbee 
golf or no frisbee golf. 
Furthermore, Dan Capps ( '98) 
says he tries to play when other 
people 's classes are in session. 
'Then we don't interrupt traffic, and 
traffic does not interrupt our game," 
he said. 
Most golfers feel the faculty is 
generally supportive 
of them. "They are 
p re t ty le-
n i e n t 
when w a l k i n g 
. a round c a m p u s " 
Beard said. He went 
on to say that the fac-
ulty m e m b e r s wi th o f f i c e s in 
DeWitt usually does not mind the 
occasional distraction of the earthly 
comets gliding by. 
"They accept the fact that their 
windows are on the frisbee golf 
course," he said. 
If there is one thing all golfers 
seem to agree on, it's that they find 
frisbee golf to be a great stress re-
liever. Josh Kooistra ( '97) and Nate 
Hoekzema ( '97) said this was es-
pec ia l ly t rue wi th respec t to 
Saturday's MCATs! 
"Frisbee golf is life," said Dan 
Capps jokingly. He added, "Maybe 
it's not, but it's a great way to re-
lieve the stress of Hope's difficult 
courses." 
•Editor's note: Some names in 
the story have been changed to pro-
tect the identity of those inter-
viewed. 
Anchor photos by Jessica Owens 
D E S I G N E R D I S K : One of Jon Vander PoVs unique 
Frisbee styles prepares for the final hole on Hope's course. 
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Food, folks, and fun 
Jodi McFarland 
"You should avoid fast food places, where Americans generally hang out," many a travel sage informed 
me before 1 left for my semester abroad. "To get the most out of your experience," they said. 
1 was in Madrid for less than 48 hours before 1 saw the McDonald's, only two blocks from my apartment 
and right next to the mailbox. "1 won't go there," 1 pledged. Good old Mickey-D's is a cultural experience I 
can get, and probably get a bit too much of, at home. 
"I won't waste a second on American fast food," 1 vowed. Within four days, my outgoing postcards were 
starting to pile up, so 1 headed to the mailbox to set them on their way to the U.S. of A. While I slipped 
them into the "other destinations" slot, I stole a peek at the beckoning slice of American pop culture. It was 
an innocent building, blending in with all the other tall, grey structures lining the sidewalk. What set it apar 
was the herd of people streaming through its double doors, which conveniently swung both ways. I exam-
ined the patrons as they stepped onto the street, fresh from satisfying their Big Mac attacks. McDonald's, a 
place where "Americans generally hang out." Funny, but these Fry Guys and Gals looked suspiciously 
Spanish to me. Forcibly breaking the seductive hot fudge sundae trance created by the flourescent lighting 
inside, I shook my head. "No fast food!" 
I made an oath, and I was sticking to it. I turned and fled. 
On that Friday night, 1 passed the Godfather of the fast food genre on my way to the metro. But this time 
1 could not see the building for all the youths milling in front of it. Was this a protest against the fast food 
culture of the States that is slipping its tongue into the ear of Europe? 
Nope. This was the hang out, the place to be, the meeting point for more than 50 teens on the sidewalk. 
The swinging doors were a blur of motion. Not a vacant seat existed inside. The line to the ordering counte 
reached the street. 
And where were those Americans? Not in this crowd. These folks were clearly Spaniards, from their dart 
hair and scarves to their oh-so-tight jeans and boots with two inch heels. I looked for an American, easily 
identified by their tennis shoes, baseball caps and sweatshirts. Spying not one, I stepped down the stairs to 
the metro. 
The next day 1 overheard the exultant crowing of a fellow American-on-a-budget, who raved about these 
50 peseta ice cream cones. With an exchange rate of around 120 pesetas to the buck, this was clearly a stea 
1 had to know where, and of course, it had to be McDonald's. 
No fast food for me. I was sticking to my promise. I lasted less than a week. Fifty pesetas and the most 
luscious soft-serve cone I've ever consumed later, I sat in the eating area and read the sign posted over the 
trash cans. Loosely translated, it said, "Due to our immense popularity, please limit your stay to 30 min-
utes." Not a prob. During my 17 minute stay, I saw not one American, ate not one french fry, and felt not 
one twinge of guilt. With the way that Spanish teens have welcomed Ronald McDonald with a wink and a 
smile, I realized that to observe youth interaction in action, McDonald's isn't a bad bet. Of course, I am 
cautious to limit my ice cream cravings so as not to cheat myself of Spanish cuisine, but hey, there are 
moments when it is a good time for the great taste. And if I don't make it a nasty little vice, then I think I 
can write off 50 Pesetas every so often for food, folks and fun. 
CongratuCations ttope graduates! 
s P k L P E N 
OSG 
Presenting our 1996 ttope CoCCege 
graduation (Day 'Brunch and 'Dinner 
\ Sunday, May 5 
'Brunch served 10:30 tU2:00 p.m. 
{1395 AduCts - $595 Children 
'Dinner served e?(cCusiveCy for 
^ope graduates and their families 
Seating 5:00 til 7:00 p.m. onCy 
Reserve your ?amity Tabte today! 
Downtown on 8th and Central 
393-2111 
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ring style shimmers with simplicity... 




M ^ itch the crimson lipsticks 
m M that went so well with the 
M J dead leaves on the side-
walks. Melt down the gloppy black 
mascara you 've used since Decem-
ber and pour it down the garbage 
disposal. It's summer, sister, and 'tis 
the season to shimmer with a fresh-
faced look that brings out those 
baby blues, browns, blacks, and 
greens, and highlights your kiss. 
Outline those voluptuous mouths 
with a hint of pale, shimmery color, 
preferably in pinks, peaches, and 
even a barely- there solid nude. 
Cheeks remain bare during the day-
time, so keep the blush in the drawer 
until you prepare to dance the night 
away. Eyes preserve their dexterity 
with eye-opening shadows in citrus, 
fruity colors. A good choice for 
shadow is Avon ' s H o n e y c o m b . 
Liner takes its example from the 
color platinum, a futuristic shade 
that merges on a shimmery white. 
If mascara is necessary, brush lashes 
with clear or brown mascara. 
Nighttime is a completely differ-
ent story. The look is dramatic and 
bold, b e c o m i n g mod in f lavor . 
Kohl-rimmed eyes remain a staple 
look, showing up everywhere from 
the clubs to the local coffee-
houses . Take your kohl 
pencil, and outline your 
eyes from corner to cor-
ner, not hesitating to fill 
in lids and the under-
eye area. 
T h e more d a r i n g 
dames can take this trick 
to their peepers with not 
only black, but blue and 
even green kohl pencils. 
C h e e k s sus ta in a pa le 
shimmer if anything, but the 
natural-cheeked look is simply the 
best bet. Blow a kiss to the evening 
air with berry-stained lips, either in 
matte or cream. 
Spring tresses look cutting-edge 
in a shape that is slightly below the 
chin, with enough face-framing lay-
ers to look street-smart, yet quick 
enough to style and go. Long hair 
keeps its place in the spotlight worn 
down and sleek or up in a classic 
ponytail. 
To look for the ideal accessories 
for the spring and summer of 1996, 
look no fu r the r than beau t i fu l 
American icons like Jackie O. and 
Audrey Hepburn . These ladies 
pulled together the look you will 
want to emulate by combining sun-
glasses, scarves, and classically 
large jewelry. Silver is the metal of 
choice, whereas some designers 
have opted for the bare-necked and 
bare-eared look instead. 
Keep your make-up light this 
warm season, but don't be afraid to 
spice up days with shimmer, and 
nights with catty-black eyes. Hair 
should be sleek and simple; ditto for 
jewelry. The ideal headshot for the 
summer? Hair up in a ponytail with 
bulbuous pearl earrings, an orange 
polka dotted scarf, and mango lip-
stick. 
-
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L E M O N O N T H E B E A C H : Kirsten Foss ('98) dons a dress of bright yellow and 
a white cardigan, apropos of the melon colors in style for the 1996 summer season. 
* 
/ 
L E T Y O U R L O C K S B L O W I N T H E W I N D : Top, Kirsten makes the 
most of the beach swings in Holland State Park in a white neater and vintage jeans, she 
makes a splash while dashing down the beach in a bright orange shift, the hottest item jar the Jyyo 
spring!summer season. On Kirsten's head is a white and orange polka-dotted scarf, also a prime 
number among the couture of top designers this season. 
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...but sustains spice with vibrant color 
F ashion this spring/summer 
1996 season is dcliciously simple, 
and yet hardly boring at all. Colors 
are bright but not gaudy, retaining 
a rich, fruity hue that has never seen 
neon. 
Walk down the imaginary cat-
walks of your life this summer in 
the basic shirt-dress. With polo col-
lars and light-weight style, this 
classy little number can be found 
in J-Crew catalogues and salvation 
army stores. Colors are basic navy, 
white, khaki, the wonderful mel-
ons, and of course, black and white. 
To complete the outfit 
clad your feet in the 
shoes of the neo-
preppy, mod genre. Think spectator 
shoes and loafers with chunk heels. 
The shift is tied for first place with 
the shirt-dress. They both draw on 
the similiar shapeless style, allow-
ing the dress to fall in a straight line 
down the body. The shift gets spiced 
up in white linen, floral prints and 
bold colors like pea-greens and tur-
quoise blues. 
Suits are classically tailored this 
season, highly buttoned and taking 
a cue f rom Coco Chanel. White 
tights are an absolute faux pas, as 
the designers have thrown 
us a curve ball by put-
t ing b r igh t co lo r s 
(melons, of course), 
with black lights. 
The black sets off 
the bright colors 
in a look reminis-
cent of the sixties. 
T h r o w a scarf 
around your neck 
and don a pair of 
J ack ie O. sun-
glasses. 
P E R C H I N G O N T H E S T O N E S O F S U M M E R : Audrey Hepburn 
meets Kirsten Foss in this look that is classicaly retro by the scarf and sunglasses that match 
impeccably with Kirsten's own vintage jeans. The sea-foam blue shirt is light-weight silk; the pale 
color is an example of the pastels that are showing up all over the pages of Vogue this season. A 
silk shirt is a staple piece in any wardrobe. Dress it up with a pair of white silk pants and thong 
sandals, then dress it down again with your favorite pair of jeans and blue Converse high-tops. 
E M B R A C I N G T H E S A N D : Burrow into the sand this summer in your own 
dark lavendar flowered shirt, apropos of the plants of the season. The shirt is made of polyester 
material, a material that has made a come-back splash within the last two years of fashion. 
P 
W E A R Y O U R O W N T A P E S T R Y : This blue 
polyester shirt is gorgeously patterned with red and purple flowers. 
The outfit is complete with old jeans and a tiny goldfish handbag. 
^ A n c h o r A p r i l 2 4 , 1 9 9 6 
HOPE COLLEGE THEATER PRESENTS 
HENRIK IBSEN'S 
APRIL 18, 19, 20, 26 & 27 
DEWITT CULTURAL CENTER, HOPE COLLEGE 
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN 
395-7890 
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Hateful Hedda strikes again 
Iplplf" M 
Jazz loves the piano best 
M. H E R W A L D X 
intermission edi tor 
Sure, the performance of the 
domestic drama Hedda Gabler on 
the opening night of April 18 was 
s t imu la t i ng . But l i s t en ing to 
people's reactions during one of two 
intermissions was just as entertain-
ing. 
"I 'm lost at sea," said a woman 
to her mate, from where they were 
sitting in the right section of seats 
in DeWitt theatre, "What's going on 
here?" Two rows behind her some-
one was saying, "All the really great 
playwrights go to Paris." 
The woman next to him said, 
"She says she was typecast, but 1 
think that's a stretch." 
"That 's one of my fraternity 
brothers up there," said a Centurian, 
"He's, uh, Tesman." 
In the middle section of seats 
someone bellowed, "Hedda Gabler 
is psycho. First s h e ' s d r ink ing 
punch, then she's burning books!" 
What was all the commotion 
about? A drama by modernist icon 
Henrik Ibsen, set in the 1890s, re-
volving around a set of neurotic 
uppercrusts. Presented by the Hope 
College Theater Department and 
directed by theater professor John 
Tammi, some of Ibsen's characters 
are able to make that intrinsic hu-
man connection, but most, includ-
ing the main character , Hedda 
Gabler, are not. Hedda is bored. She 
is an in te l l igen t , d o m i n e e r i n g 
woman in a stifling patriarchial so-
ciety. Women like Hedda did not 
thrive in the society of the 1890s. 
They either forced self-repression, 
were destroyed, or destroyed them-
selves. And so it goes for Hedda. 
: xU\ 
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J. S H I R I L L A 
staff repor te r 
Renae Geerlings ( '96) acted 
the part of Hedda Gabler, calling 
forth menacing smiles and comfort-
ing, manipulative gestures at will. 
The girl is good. Elizabeth Carroll 
( '96) hid supreme intelligence un-
der a lavendar bonnet to portray the 
ditsy Mrs. Elvsted. Clayton Gibson 
('96) was dashing as Judge Brack, 
and Kevin Edlefsen provided the 
high-strung emotional energy for 
the character of Lovborg. Russell 
Lundberg ( '96) played the role of 
Tesman , r o u n d i n g out the 
character's endless ejaculations of 
"Hmm?" as if he had been saying it 
all his life. Barbara Stasiw played 
an excellent Auntie Julie Tesman, 
and Rebecca Stephens ( '97) com-
pleted the cast as Berta, the house-
keeper. 
The rich beauty of the set, com-
plete with deep red curtain, carpet-
ing, and Victorian furntiture, con-
trasted with the hues of the charac-
ters' costumes. 
When Hedda (Geerlings) wore 
a black mourning gown, the effect 
of her standing in stark contrast 
beside a white couch was flabber-
gasting. 
Other effects, such as Hedda 
miming the opening of the win-
dows, and bright light shining im-
mediately on to stage, added to the 
visual feast. 
Opening night jitters created a 
few mishaps in terms of dialogue 
spoken too soon, but the acting 
foundation of this presentation of 
Hedda Gabler was solidly entertain-
ing. Ibsen would've been proud. 
Looking for a captivated audi-
ence? One was easily found in 
D imnen t Chape l on Apri l 13, 
among the crowd that had gathered 
to witness the music of jazz piano 
great Marcus Roberts. Blind since 
the age of five, Roberts displayed 
complete control over his partner, 
the piano. 
From the b e g i n n i n g Duke 
E l l ing ton p iece (one of many 
people he cites as an influence on 
his unique style) Roberts captivated 
the audience with his music, his 
grace, and his engaging manner. 
Within two hours Rober t s 
brought the crowd through an ad-
venture of alternately rapid and 
slow emotional entwining. His fast-
paced infectious numbers, such as 
Theolonius Monk's Monk's Point, 
or his original piece. Saint Thomas, 
caused a frenzy of satisfied head-
boppers among the audience. 
The evening's mellower songs 
were equally gripping. These songs 
illustrated the intelligence of Rob-
erts' music and the subtleties that 
make for their exquisite construc-
tion. In two such compositions en-
titled respectively, Time and Cir-
cumstance, and Memories of One, 
Roberts musically told the story of 
a couple who had been married for 
55 years in the first composition, 
and their falling away from each 
other in the second. These two 
songs flowed together, one becom-
ing the antithesis of the other, as 
these songs journeyed from initial 
happiness to the angered pounding 
of the story's conclusion. 
Throughout the evening Rob-
erts showed how to successfully 
glean emotion from the piano. From 
the swinging of elderly heads to the 
sudden magnetism of couples, this 
spirit clearly touched the people 
who had come to listen. Watching 
Roberts' upper body swing during 
the faster numbers, it seemed that 
the music must be flowing through 
him to the piano. 
The performance ended with 
Roberts' own version of A Closer 
Walk With Thee, adding a climactic 
conclusion to the performance, and 




C A R D B O A R D C R E A X I O N : Jeanette Ward's 
('98) cardboard girl was in the Pine Grove for Earth Week. 
Recycle the Anchor 
Recycle the Anchor 
Recycle the Anchor 
Dancers wear white on shadow 
a V 
Excellent opportunity 
working with emotionally 
imparied and ADHD 
children in a summer 
camp setting. 
Emphasis on personal 
growth through adventure 
programming. 
Variety of s u m m e r 
posi t ions still ava i lab le . 
For more information 
contact: 
Tim Horton at 
1-800-748-0061 
M. H E R W A L D X 
intermission edi tor 
White masked creatures of the 
night shuddered and clawed at the 
sky. Night of horrors and mayhem? 
Not exactly. On Wednesday night, 
April 10, the seven dancers of the 
Embryonic Angel Dance Theater 
Company presented Bethtrai in the 
DeWitt studio theatre. The student-
led company, which is the brain-
child of Clayton Gibson ( '96) 
and Ann Paeth ( '97), gave 
Hope College a taste of what 
could be called experimental 
per formance art. The title 
Bethtrai, Celtic-Bardic in ori-
gin, is indicative of a "fate 
song," and the performance 
explored the overriding ques-
tion of "Wha t is f a t e ? " 
through alternately tragic and 
hopeful movement. 
Dressed in white shirts 
and pants, each dancer's face 
was completely covered by a 
white sock mask. This pre-
vented the audience f rom 
having the luxury of attribut-
ing any character to the danc-
ers. The blank faces made 
personal identification with 
each dancer an uncomfortable 
impossibility. 
To eery music, Japanese 
in flavor, the dancers postured 
in individual spheres, some 
near the front of the stage 
area, one frantically searching for 
escape along the back wall, and 
some in the middle. 
At this point all were doing in-
dividual dances, seemingly un-
aware of the others. One dancer 
writhed and shuddered in the front, 
while another dramatically con-
torted legs and arms. The obvious 
entrapment and misery of the hand-
wringing, head-jerking movement 
was incredibly disturbing. 
% 
U N B E A R B L E L I G H T -
NESS: the Embryonic Angel Dance 
Theater Company performed on April 10. 
Slowly the dancers began to 
move together, leeching onto all 
stragglers until the seven perform-
ers became one lol l ing moving 
mass. Despite the horrendous sight 
of the dancers crawling over and 
under each other, the technique that 
kept all seven fluidly rolling to-
gether across the black stage was 
quite masterful. The music was pe-
riodically changing, from new age 
string instrument music to trance 
techno. 
Traveling through expe-
rience by movement, the per-
formers began to reach for a 
light that softly fell to the 
ground. Reaching farther and 
farther to the light, and a set 
of gymnastics rings that were 
suspended from the ceiling, 
they lifted one dancer in the 
hope of reaching the rings. 
In a climactic moment, 
the dancer clutched at the 
rings, hung for a moment, 
but then fell to the ground 
again. 
Demonstrating human 
misery and a bit of the light 
of hope, the dancers ended 
the performance lying down 
in a ring on the floor. As the 
audicnce filed out, they must 
have felt the freshness and 
n e w n e s s of the host of 
dancc, and the aspect of the-
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How long would you travel to a great concert? 
a) 3 hours to The Palace of Auburn Hills 
b) 2 hours and 45 minutes to Chicago ^ 
& 
c) 1 hour to Kalamazoo 
< s
^ / / 
The answer is 30 minutes to Knollcrest Fieldhouse @ Calvin 
Join u s on +h is 
B l e s ^ f r ^ T r i p 
6 p m +h is Friday 
L e a v e a ^ + e r g a m e s i n + h e g r o \ / e ! ^ 
" f i a k e + s a r e s + i l l o n s a l e : a + + h e d O O 
T h e v / o i a e Denny Dent "BUs.&U Union i>( £ d h I s 
Are You Hungry for Laughter? 
B r e a k ^ a s + i s " t h e m o s ' t * i m p o r + a n + m e a l + h e d a y . . . s e e i i - n o w ! ? ! 
THEY ONLY MET ONCE, BUT IT CHANGED THEIR LIVES FOREVER. 
They were five total strangers, with nothing in common, meeting for the first time. 
A brain, a beauty, a jock, a rebel and a reduse. 
Before the day was over, they broke the rules. Bared their souls 
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N e w times for Friday: 3pm & 12am only 
Saturday:7,9:30 &midnight 
Sunday:3pm 
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Sports 
Softbal lers wreak havoc on opponents 
PR photo 
G R E A T B A L L S O F F I R E : Pictchingsensation 
Lisa Larzelere ('99) delivers a strike for the Flying Dutch. 
G R E G P A P L A W S K Y 
sports edi tor 
As day will turn to night, the for-
tunes of Hope College softball took 
a 180 degree turn, and then turned 
back again. After opening the sea-
son with 18 straight victories, the 
Flying Dutch dropped five of their 
next seven before righting their 
sinking ship in this weekend's tour-
nament. Hope was ranked number 
one in the NCAA Division III Cen-
tral Region and number five in the 
nation going into the tournament. 
The lofty ranking gave the opposi-
tion plenty to gun for. 
The Dutch traveled the high road 
to the Augustana College Invita-
tional tournament at Augustana, Il-
linois. The tournament started off 
on a sour note for the Dutch who 
dropped their first two games on 
Friday both by a mere one run. The 
sugary sweetness came on Saturday 
when Hope jumped back on the 
winning bandwagon and ended the 
tournament with a 3-2 record. 
The Flying Dutch stomped to vic-
tory like the Jolly Green Giant de-
feating Knox College 19-2 and Wis-
cons in -P la t t ev i l l e 4 -2 . Lisa 
Larzelere ( '99) recorded both vic-
tories on Saturday. Larzelere en-
tered the first game in the first in-
ning to relieve starter Keri Roelofs 
( 'So) who developed a sore arm. 
Larzelere then went the distance in 
the second game and chalked up the 
win. Over the course of her innings 
Larzelere did not walk a single bat-
ter, which bore witness to her ex-
cellent control. By picking up the 
victories she improved her win-loss 
record to 12-2 on the year. Larzelere 
is leading the MIAA in ERA with 
Going pro 
Bosma shoots for the next level 
G L Y N W I L L I A M S 
staff r e p o r t e r 
Duane Bosma ( '96) is not even 
close to being finished playing bas-
ketball. His basketball shorts will 
not end up in the trash can after he 
graduates on May 5. Well, not as 
long as Bosma has any say in 
it. 
Bosma and Hope College 
men's basketball coach Glenn 
Van Wieren are w o r k i n g 
a round the c lock to get 
Bosma's name out as a pos-
sible professional basketball 
player and according to Bosma, 
there is no word so far. 
"Right now I am trying to put to-
gether a highlight video and I am 
working on perhaps getting an agent 
to handle all the specifics of things," 
Bosma said. 
Hopefully, in the works for the 
6 '9" center from Wyoming, MI is a 
t ryout with the Grand Rap ids 
Mackers of the Continental Basket-
ball Association. If that possibility 
does not present itself, Bosma will 
be more than happy to play over-
seas in Europe where a few Hope 
alumni have had a considerable 
amount of success in the past. 
"To play in Grand Rapids would 
be great because I like the area and 
it would be fun to be in the shadow 
of Hope Col lege," Bosma said. 
"But, if that option isn't there I think 
playing overseas would be a great 
experience for me and just a lot of 
fun in general." 
An obvious factor in Bosma's 
decision of where to play pro-
fessional basketball in the fu-
y* ture is his fiance Wendy 
Carroll ( '96) and where 
' she would prefer to be. 
Carroll will defini tely 
join her husband-to-be 
wherever he decides to 
play, but hopes to live 
in Europe. 
"It would be a 
great opportunity 
us to live over-
said Carroll. "The 
tage to playing for the 
Mackers is being close to home, but 
it would take away from the great 
experience of living overseas." 
Carroll says she will gladly post-
pone a possible career in special 
s e a s , 
advan -
PR photo 
P O I S E D F O R / V C X I O M : Third baseman Wendy 
Moore ('96) readies for anything the batter might hit her way in a 
MIAA game against the Kalamazoo Hornets. 
0.50. Hope also has the leading hit-
ter in the MIAA in the person of 
Wendy Moore ( '96) who sports a 
gaudy .609 batting average. Not far 
behind in the batting race is the 
number two league hitter, Laurie 
Byington ( '96), another Hopeite. 
The Flying Dutch also have the top 
two thieves in the league. Christa 
Murphy ('99) has nine steals and 
Byington has seven. 
Against Knox College, Hope sent 
15 batters to the plate in the fifth 
inning. That inning saw the Dutch 
score 12 runs. Hope's offensive bar-
rage was led by Lisa Timmer ( '97) 
who smacked three singles and 
Gina Zan in ( ' 9 9 ) added two 
doubles. 
In the Platteville versus Hope af-
fair, the Dutch struck the decisive 
blow in the sixth inning when Hope 
scored a pair of runs . Heather 
Ozinga ( '97) came through on a 
bold move by Hope when she stole 
home with the go-ahead run. 
When the dust had settled from 
the tournament, Hope College stood 
with a 22-5 overall record. Up next 
for Hope is a make-up double-
header with Olivet today. On Thurs-
day Hope wil l host a rch- r iva l 
Calvin in a battle for the MIAA 
league lead. Both teams now hold 
a 7-1 MIAA mark. This series will 
be a marathon in determining the 
league champ. After the Calvin 
show-down, Hope will take a week 
off for exams, then they will play 
in the MIAA tournament in Battle 
Creek. 
education, a field she will gradu-
ate with a degree in, if something 
is available overseas. "The top pri-
ority is to get him a job playing bas-
ketball," Carroll said. "When we get 
over there and get settled and com-
fortable I will begin to look for a 
job. If nothing is available over 
there, then so be it." 
Brendan Suhr, head coach and 
CEO of the Mackers, has made it 
no secret as of late that the team is 
highly acceptive of playing local 
talent, in attempts to boost the num-
ber of fans . Among the names 
tossed around are Bosma, Eric 
Elliott (*91) and Wade Gugino 
('92). 
Bosma is second on Hope's all-
time scoring list with 1,937 points 
and impressed many scouts by scor-
ing 28 points in the NCAA Divi-
sion III championship game, just 
nine points shy of his career high. 
Bosma was also named to the all-
tournament team, which doesn't 
look too shabby on a resume. He 
led the MIAA in scoring and re-
bounding, averaging 17.6 points 
and 8.7 rebounds per game through-
out the season. 
Cion^/Hilu/alioris/ 
As one chapter of your life ends, 
another begins. Clearbrook extends 
"Best Wishes" t o all the graduates 
of H o p e College. May your future be 
without limits... 
• 
C l e a r b r o o k Res tauran t will be o p e n 
Sunday May 5 th from 6 t o 9 p m , 
serv ing a full d i n n e r m e n u . 
C o m e celebrate y o u r 
scholastic success wi th us. . . 
Please call for reservations ~ 8 5 7 - 2 0 0 0 
O 
Clearbrook^ 
65th Street at Clearbrook Dr. Saugatuck MI (616)857-2000 
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Throwers toss away old school records 
G R E G PAP L A W S KV 
sports edi tor 
The Hope College track teams are 
like the Energizer Bunny: they just 
keep running and running and run-
ning and running and well you 
get the idea. All the hard work and 
grueling practice time is paying 
dividends for the Hope Col-
lege squads. The teams are 
now in the thick of things in 
the race for the M I A A 
crown. 
Over the weekend 
Hope fared well in the 4th 
Annual Augustana College Invita-
tional. The women's team had a 
school record broken. Jaclyn Ornee 
('99) broke her own school record 
in the hammer throw of 124 feet 7 
inches by almost two feet. The new 
Hope College record is 126 feet 8 
inches. Julie Holwerda finished sec-
ond in the 400-meter hurdles. 
Holwerda has already qualified for 
the NCAA Division III tournament 
in that event with a qualifying time 
of 1:03.11. 
For the year Hope College stands 
at 2-2 in the MIAA race. Hope is 
tied for the league lead in the win 
column with two, but is two behind 
in the loss column with two. The 
Flying Dutch trail Alma College 
and Calvin College, both of which 
have unblemished 2-0 records. 
The men did just as well as the 
women. Nick Ward ( '96) and 
Jon Gil lespie ( ' 9 6 ) 
both had NCAA Divi-
sion III championship 
qualifying performances 
in the hammer throw. 
Ward smashed Gillespie 's 
school record of 164 feet 1 inch 
with a toss of 169 feet 1 inch. Mo-
tivated by that, Gillespie then threw 
the hammer 168 feet 10 inches. 
Erik Carpenter ( '96) won the 
1,500 meter run in 3:59.4 while Jer-
emy Bogard ('98) was second in the 
800 meter run. 
In the MIAA the Dutchmen are 
1-3 in dual meets and are looking 
up the standings at first place Calvin 
who has a 2-0 mark. In the realm of 
MIAA action the next meet is the 
MIAA Field Day at Calvin on May 
2-3. This is the meet where Hope's 
season will be made or broken. PR photo 
K R A M E R I N D I S G I U S E : Dave DeHammell ('99) takes off in the 4x100 relay. 
Hope mired in mediocrity Coates sets the pace 
G L V N W I L L I A M S 
staff r e p o r t e r 
The myth about baseball is that 
it is a pretty simple sport. You throw, 
you hit, and you catch the ball. 
The Hope College baseball team 
has spent this season proving that 
myth to be false , as they have 
struggled to notch a dreadful 7-15-
1 record (4-7 in MIAA). Hope 
played three games against Olivet 
last weekend, losing the first two 5-
4,8-6 respectively, but mustering a 
12-10 win to end the series. 
"It was a situation where we 
needed to win all three games to 
keep our heads afloat in the league," 
coach Stu Fritz said. 
Playing the ball game is an un-
derstatement, as Hope jumped out 
quick and grabbed an 8-0 lead after 
the first inning. The Dutchmen 
quickly squandered their efforts, as 
pitcher Damon Estep ( '99) allowed 
the Comets to take the lead at 9-8 
in the fourth inning. Fritz had no 
choice but to pull him. 
"He was throwing the ball real 
well after three innings," Fritz said. 
"But, he got a couple errors behind 
him and he lost his edge. When you 
go down 9-8 after being up 8-0, 
some kind of a pitching change has 
to be made." 
That pitching change came in 
Todd Lucas ( ' 98 ) . He pitched 
splendidly through two innings, 
striking out one batter and allow-
ing only one run. Lucas pitched well 
enough to lower his ERA to 4.08 
over 12 total innings this season, 
and he collected his first collegiate 
win. He was eventually replaced in 
the seventh after allowing the tying 
runs to get on base with no outs. 
"One of those hits was a bleeder 
up the middle," Lucas said. "After I 
gave up the second hit, Fritz came 
up to talk to me and I thought he 
was going to let me finish, but he 
brought in (Keith) Zoulek ( '96) and 
I knew he would get the job done." 
• : 
G R E G PAP L A W S K Y 
sports edi tor 
Mighty Julius Caesar came, he 
saw, and he conquered way back 
around the turn of the century. The 
same could be said of Hope Col-
lege women's tennis team this past 
weekend at the Midwest Invita-
tional Tournament held in Madi-
son Wisconsin. 
Hope finished fifth out of the 16 
team field with a 2-1 record. Hope 
solidified its spot with a close 5-4 
win over St. Thomas College of 
Minnesota on Saturday. A sweep 
in the doubles gave Hope the vic-
tory, as St. Thomas held a 4-2 ad-
vantage after the singles play. The 
Dutch then rallied and took three 
out of three in doubles matches to 
ace St. Thomas out of the win. 
The winners for the Dutch 
against St. Thomas were Audrey 
Coates ( '97) and Becky Lucas 
( ' 9 7 ) in s ingles play. And in 
doubles play the tag-teams of 
Coates and Lucas, Kate Clay ('97) 
and Heidi VanLangvelde ( '98), 
and Joy Green ( ' 99) and Erin 
Sowerby ( '98) were the winners 
in doubles. 
In the tournament capta in 
Coates was undefeated, winning 
all three of her singles matches and 
then joining forces with Lucas to 
win all three of the doubles 
matches. 
Coates raised her overall singles 
record to 21 -2, which ties the Hope 
record for singles victories in a 
season. Coates is also closing in 
on the women's doubles victories 
in a season. She holds a 17-3 mark 
while the school record is 20-2. 
Hope now stands at 14-3 over-
all and 4-0 in the MIAA as they 
prepare to meet rival Calvin today. 
Calvin is 1-2 in the MIAA and is 
quite hungry to knock the Dutch 
from their perch at the top of the 
MIAA standings. Hope's closest 
competitor in the league is peren-
nial power Kalamazoo College 
who has only one loss in league 
play. That loss came via the 
mighty Dutch 7-2. 
PR photo 
X H R O W I N ' H E A T : Matt Vriesenga ('99) hurls 
strikes in Hope's weekend series at home. 
Hitting was not a problem at all Twelve of Hope's losses this sea-
for the Dutchmen on S'aturday, as 
they knocked the ball hard for nine 
hits. Chris Greiman ( '96) "hit the 
ball well," Fritz said. He finished 
the day with two hits. Dean Esteves 
( '99) had a timely hit in the fourth, 
as his single drove in two runs. 
Steve Marso ( '96) had a ribbie 
single, as did Damon Mikoy ( '99) 
in the fourth inning. 
According to Fritz, the story be-
hind Hope's hitting has not been the 
lack of, but the timing of the hits. 
son have been by one or two runs. 
"We leave a lot of guys stranded 
on base, because we can't seem to 
bring them in," Fritz said. "When 
we lost to Olivet 5-4 on Friday, we 
had the winning run on base, but we 
just failed to drive them in. That is 
the story of the season." 
"Our league is such that you can 
just through the records out the win-
dow," Fritz said. "The whole league 
is balanced enough where we just 
play game by game." 
To our Friends and Neighbors 
at Hope College: 
T h a n k s for all you do during our school year 
to assist students at Holland Public Schools! 
• Classroom assistants and tutors 
• Sparks volunteers 
• Nursing program 
A Physical fitness testing 
A C A S A 
A Project Charlie 
A Higher Horizons 
A Partners in Promise 
Y o u M a k e a Dif fe rence at 
Holland Public Schools 
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O N E LAST PITCH 
Greg Paplawsky 
The weather has been extraordinarily nice as of la te. And for me, that is when spring starts, not some date 
on the calendar. With spring inevitably comes the renewal of the greatest game on Earth—baseball. Summer 
would be so empty without the crack of the bat and the smell of the grass. I know that is an overused saying, 
but it is true, there is nothing that warms the heart like a day at a baseball game. 
What makes baseball so great? 1 have often wondered that myself. Why is it, I, along with millions of other 
folks all across the world, have been drawn to the game? Many answers enter my mind. 
One possible reason is the whole tradition of the game. Baseball has been around since the turn of the 
century. It has always been there, kind of like an old friend that is constantly by your side to give a brief break 
from reality. Baseball has watched billions grow up and grow old and because of that fact, talk of baseball 
can bridge any age or generation gap. 
Baseball also has a timeless quality to it. Baseball in one of the few sports and the only major sport that is 
not dictated by a clock. An official timer doesn't call the game, the game decides when it is over. In theory a 
baseball game could go on forever. And for me, like many others, when I'm at a game time just stands still. 
The world stops except for what is going on in front of you. 
The best thing about going to a game is the people you go with. One of the best experiences I ever got to 
have was when my grandpa took my brothers and I to a Tigers game. We would always go and have a pre-
game picnic in the park and then it was off to the game. Baseball creates lasting memories. 
Baseball is also a metaphor for life. (I don't mean the metaphor that seems to be pinned to sex either—you 
know the one about getting to first base, second base, third base, aw...sooky-sooky, and finally a homerun.) 
I am referring to the early innings of a game being like childhood: the whole game is ahead you. Everyone 
is wide-eyed with anticipation and wonder about what is in store for the future. The middle innings are like 
middle age, you arc into the thick of things and you are into the game. You have an idea of what is going to 
happen by the flow of things so far, but you also know that anything could happen. And as one could prob-
ably deduce, the late innings represent later life. The game is winding down, it's getting dark outside, and the 
end is near. You have seen the game unfold and you are wise in the ways of the game. But there is always the 
hope of extra innings and the promise of a new game tomorrow 
I suppose you could do the same thing for almost anything, but at least, for me, baseball fits the mold the 
best. 
Besides, any sport that produces the likes of Chet Lemon and Satchel Paige has to be the best thing on 
Earth. Watching Chet Lemon play was poetry in motion and I pity anyone who didn't get the chance to see 
him play ball. I am still very bitter about Chefs Hall of Fame snub. Yes, you can argue he didn't have the 
numbers, but come on, he is Chet Lemon and he was sixth on the active list for career doubles when he was 
playing and that HAS to count for something. The sports writers were just jealous of his skills. 
And so, as I find myself finishing my last column as Anchor Sports Editor, 1 realize that this inning of my 
life is coming to a c lose . . . I wonder what's next. 
Offsides by Jeff Brown 
B f c b t B A L l ^ A m e r i c a s 
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COSBY'S PICK OF THK WKKK 
Hello there all you folks who have spent any time with me this year. 
Well it's sad to say but this is the last time I will be coming to you in 
order to deliver my special brand of wit and wisdom. Because it is 
playoff time I shall make playoff predictions for hockey and baseketball. 
On frozen pond I predict the Red Wings will finally have their 
thirst for the cup quenched 
I could be as optimistic about 
round loss in store at the 
Its time for me to say 
You see, he has finally 
and is moving out for-
and win the Stanley Cup. I wish 
the Pistons, but I forsee a first 
hands of the Orlando Magic, 
farewell to you and to Theo. 
got a real job as a counseler 
ever. Oh happy day!!!! Now 
all that are left are Vanessa and Rudy. Vansessa will be gone as soon as 
she gets her head on straight and marries Dabnes. And that Rudy, I 
don't think she will ever move out. She is such a momma's girl. I still 
remember the time she and Peter tried to make juice in my new juicer 
and made a terrible mess. Boy was she in trouble, but somehow she got 
Claire to put some of the blame on me. Go figure. 
Skate Mate Special 
^ \ Buy any pair of in-line skates between now and May 31 
^ ^ S c o * 
ovtf 
00^ VtfO 
A 0 9 e C * 
^ and we'll offer you a protective pack for just $39.95. 
That includes the protection of wrist guards, knee pads and 
elbow pads - a $56 value! Scabs are bad. Protect yourself! 
Offer good at our Holland location only. 
ellc sports^ gazellespo 
Downtown Holland - 24 W 8th St 
M-F 10-9'Sat 9-6'Sun 12-5 
616/392-2282 
More than a store - a lifestyioi 
the Anchor Apr i l 24, 1996 
Building 
ThankYou! 
Hope College Habitat for 
individuals for helping to make 
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• •We would like to welcome everyone who helped us out to an Open House on Sat.April 27 at noon, to see all 
the progress made so far. Food is provided. Call the Habitat office at 395-7141 for more information. 
W H o p e W 
Apr i l 24, I 996 the. Anchor -
1996 Milestone was made for you, the students of Hope College. A new 
£ 
staff has put together one of 
the best yearbooks ever. Look 
for more pictures of students, 
Greeks, groups, and world 
events. More writers have put 
together stories about issues 
on and off campus, and your favorite sports teams. We're doing the best we can to help 
you remember your college years as the best of 
your life. Thanks to all those who bought books. 
and we invite you to reconsider if you haven't. 





Return this form through campus mail or drop it off at 
the union desk in DeWitt Center. 
Name/Student #: 
Charge to student account Check/Cash attached 
Now order a Milestone through email at adress: milestone 
Jusl type your name, phone and student number, and tell us to charge it to your account. 
Notice: Because of large demand, there will be no extra books available in the fall. 
k 
B a c k Apr i l 24, I 996 
strictly classified. 
Kelly Assisted Living Needs You!! 
Home Health Aides , C o m p a n -
ions—Sitters Needed. While you 
care for our clients, we'll care about 
you and your busy schedule. Flex-
ible hours, competitive pay. Call 
today-Kelly Assisted Living 956-
6892 
Looking for a summer job? Need 
painters for the Holland Area to be 
willing to work for $6.00 to $6.50 
per hour (plus bonuses) and to be 
willing to work 40 hr./week. If in-
terested, call 1-800-477-1001. 
C o m p u t e r fo r S a l e 1991 
Compudyne- IBM compatible com-
puter with B/W panasonic printer 
and computer cabinet/desk with 
printer stand. Also all sof tware , 
Lotus, Windows 3.1, Quicken Fi-
nancial program. $600.00 Will 
help transport if needed. Please call 
399-8351. 
P R E G N A N T ? D o n ' t face your 
choices alone. We offer FREE con-
fidential help as you experience 
medica l and emo t iona l needs . 
Bethany's Holland Office provides 
caring support. Let's talk. Call toll-
free 1-800-Bethany or (616)396-
0623. World Wide Web: http:/ / 
www.bethany.org/ and Internet e-
mail: info@bethany.org 
moron man: with you on the west 
coast my copy will be sure to go to 
h***...i think i can make it through 
Attention Hope Students: informa-
tion and materials regarding Life 
issues are available by contacting 
Right to Life of Holland Area, 100 
S. Waverly, Holland, MI 49423 at 
396-1037 
Anyone interested in purchasing a 
leather couch in great condition, a 
waist high refrigerator in great con-
dition, or a set of living room chairs 
for next year, please contact Julie 
@ x4873. 
Bomber: just think, a whole sum-
mer without attacks! i love you and 
i 'm gald you made it home... 
Mackinac Island's Murray Hotel 
needs summer workers (no experi-
ence required) & two year round 
managers. Housing available. 313-
665-5750 
I have Tori Amos tickets for June 3 
in GR for sale. We can talk about a 
price. Call at 7877 amy-lynn 
Hi Mom...I'll be home in June for 
the freedom festival. Are you com-
ing for the tulips? you r ed 
Hey Roomie, How ya doing . . . 
Great! All I have to say is In The 
Know (and Hootie) kick hard core 
ass. By the way, hit the snooze one 
more time, will ya? —Nuken 
Hey J, It was nice having you as a 
roommate. In the future though. 
could you go easy on the golf clubs, 
stay off the couch, don't go near my 
tennis racquet, keep the phone calls 
to a minimum, get the hell off of 
my shirt (why do you always have 
to sit on my stuff), and for the love 
of God, man, it 's a wood floor. 
What I really mean to say it, I love 
you man . N o w l e t ' s wre s t l e . 
—Nuke 
To Steve Alford: Thanks for your 
support through the rough times. 
Without you I am nothing more than 
a slow white guy with no vertical. 
You give us hope. You are the Great 
White Hope, I don't care what those 
NBA bastards say. —Lil ' Alford 
Sword (Spermy, Large Man, 
Sterm), Dude, you are so dam chis-
eled. I 'm all about taters. Physical 
Pong, admiring your pipes, creative 
gifts for hot chicks, 8th Street babes, 
the antics of one Robert Dietz, golf 
in the pine grove, efficient RA 
meetings, pipes like yours, IM ten-
nis (uh . . . w e l l . . . next year), good 
steaks at the Alpen Rose and hot 
dates and silver bras at the Voorhees 
Formal, test anxiety, the unstop-
pable force vs the immovable ob-
ject, the Holland Peanut, and of 
cour se , I ' m all about D u k i n ' . 
- S h i e l d P.S It's All Good 
Apt. #A3—I will miss you girls so 
much next year! Thanks for all of 
the great laughs, FPs and good 
times. I will never forget you!! Love 
ya! —J. 
Miriam, You are good at Scrabble. 
Semester ends equal crabbiness. 
Bruckner's 7th? 
Audrey, You like-a da fresh-a pepp-
a. —Josh 
My Maine sister...Congrats on the 
big knot..I love you so much and I 
can't wiat for you to get home, your 
faithful sister and friend for life. 
Pielandios — You'd have to do 
something A LOT worse for me not 
to love you anymore!! (Thanks for 
the ice cream!) Love, Strey 
My family is coming and I need 
extra 11 am Baccalaureate. If you 
can help, please call Bryce (x6512). 
Desperately needed: Extra Bacca-
laureate tickets. Save me f rom 
making my grandparents wait in the 
car. Call Amy at x6463. 
BANANA; Best of luck this sum-
mer traveling the Orient et. al. Stay 
blonde and keep craftin'. xo, Mom 
TEXANS: Thanks for giving me 
Hope. Next time we'll go Dutch. 
Love always, Your Kid 
Griffin: you make my day! 
EVIL TWIN: You are the wind be-
neath my wings, the wheels that get 
me to Flashes... Let's do Chi-town. 
Much love and bird poop, SIS 
moron man: what am i going to do 
with out my daily dose of you? 
ZIRB: AHH! The mannequins are 
coming!...and he's wearing khaki! 
Jodi: When are you coming home? 
We need a little spanish influence 
in our copy!! 
All my dear sister: go with dreams 
of great things and remember to 
come home at Homeco img and 
send us Alumni checks, love your 
ed 
JODAAA: My watch is over-it's 
your turn to take the helm. Best of 
luck, kiddo, you'll be the best. Keep 
rockin' to The Ank tape and send 
me the bra. —Big Ed 
MISSING: one silver bra lost in the 
basement of Voorhees! If found 
send to Matt Sterenbergc/o History 
Department, Lubbers 
Hey Job, Thanks for a semester of 
d e m o r a l i z i n g d e f e a t s at the 
freethrow line, movies, a 1.5 hour 
scavenger hunt and a fabulous din-
ner, a chance to watch a player wor-
thy of a laminated article on the 
f r idge , movies , Cwicking, salt , 
gotting babies, changing the sub-
ject, lip stuff (bad), movies and 
long, long walks. —Arin 
TRIXIE: And I thought you would 
forget to call. Silly me. 
INDIAN TRAILS 
CAMP 
liw I n ^ di^eit i inn, ^ ari M e C N ^ i n , 
ui i tkr i taff i SBalXB,MBiTnilibip tokm 
ful i t j t u p i j H p m m f v dCfrri l i i l t j witl 
phjsaltiakOitn. M i t l i i k i T r i i t i C u i i n p N t k 
t p ^ U e ^ n t k f f M K e u r a e l k v U l n ^ i r i i t a n u 
•Iirgetiakleiiiinf l i a a l k a r i i n r i M JneMi j i s t l ? . 
F O R MORE I N F O . C O N T A C T : 
INDIAN TRAILS CAMP 
0 - 1 8 5 9 LAKE MICHIGAN D R I V E 
G R A N D R A P I D S . M I 4 9 5 4 4 
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